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•Catalog conversion
•Board meeting

Ceremony marks 100
years of card catalog,
future of computers

Orono
council
considers
new party
policy

By Deanna L. Partridge

Hitt expressed many ofthe same
feelings, describing the conversion
as a "watershed event."
On Wednesday Chancellor Rob"Without chauvinism and with
ert Woodbury and Interim Presino fear of contradiction,.., there is
dent John Hitt said good-bye to an
not a better system in the United John Hitt, interim presiden
t of the University of Mainefsp
old friend who had served the Unieaks By Can Clay
States than URSUS," Hitt said.
at a ceremony marking the end
of the card catalog at Fogler
versity of Maine for over 100 years.
Staff Writer
Conversion to UMaine'son-line Library.(Photo by Boyd.)
The traditional card catalog at
catalog system,University ResourcFogler Library made way for the
Obnoxious students be warned.
es Serving Users Statewide (UR"the Colorado Resean:h Libraries,
computerized catalog system durEven without the manual card cat- The Orono Town Council is considSUS),began in 1988 and is currenta ckitaba.se of 10,000 periodicals and
ing a ceremony in the library's inalog as back-up,Garwood is not con- ering a new party policy and the
ly about 95 percent complete.
more than one million articles in popformation center.
cerned in the event ofa power failure. rules are going to be a lot stricter.
"It's hard to predict when the ular
magazines and scholarlyjournals, The
The ceremony, which few stuAfter the community relations
system consists of parallel cornother five percent will be completis
also
accessible through I JIM'S.
dents attended,featured guest speakputers,soone would back up the other. advisory board meeting,Orono Poed. We went from the easiest to the
Garwood explained that book
ers Woodbury,Hitt,and the Master of
A disabled system only takes 20 lice Captain Linwood Green told an
most difficult (in converting). The
shar
ing has more than doubled in to
Ceremonies,Sam Garwood,assistant
30 minutes to return on-line. In assembled group a story about an 85
only things left now are rare books
the past few years. Fogler has plans
university librarian. Elaine Albright,
the event of a total power failure, year-old woman who had been born
and microfilm, for the most part. I
to
add new data bases and strengthdirector of Libraries since 1983, was
Garw
ood said policy is to close the and raised in the same house in
would say (they will be done) in a
en the resource-sharing capacity.
scheduled to speak but was unable to
Orono. She went to the police dewhol
e
library.
couple of years," Hitt said.
He said the major advantage of
attend.She iscurrently atthe recentlyOrigi
nally,there had been plans partment this fall, upset and crying.
According to a news release the
electronic system is that a user to
founded University of Bulgaria with
recy
cle
the cards from the old The students living across the street
from Public Affairs, a computer
can "dial in from around the camseveral other UMaine administrators.
files
.
Howe
ver,
list of over 700,000 books, 7,000
because many of from her were having loud parties
pus or from around the country 24
Woodbury spoke of the nostal- peri
the
card
s
have
plastic covers, this every night and she was afraid to call
odicals, and more than 1.5 hour
s a day." This releases a user will
gic sense ofloss with theconversion
not be possible. The cards will the police for fear of retribution.
million government documents from
having to be in a certain place Pred
from manual to automated catalogs. can
isposed ofand the drawers will
be quickly scanned by the or be
limited by time. Garwood be sold.
"A new technology is enhanc- URS
US user.
said access can be gained directly
ing an age old human quest for
(larwood invitesanyone whowishThe system also makes possible by mean
s of telephone if the user estoattend to
knowledge," he said.
return tothe library today "I'm concerned that it
library loans from other UMaine has
a network computer such as at 2:30
He said he felt the change was system
p.m.as volunteersfrom Lambwill provide an
branch libraries, the Maine INTERN
ET or by dialing into the da Chi Alph
progress and was the first to dump
a and Sigma Phi Epsilon
State Library and law and legisla- syst
opportunity for real
em(581-3535)by using a com- fraternities
out a drawer of cards
help dispose of the 1.5
tive library collections.
puter and modem.
abuse in the fut
million cards.
Volunteer Writer

•UMaine planetarium

Planetarium made for students to kick

back and relax

ure. It
might be an easy way
to target residents
under 25."
—Shelley Batuski,
Student Legal Services

consists of three scheduled shows an upda
ted portrait of the system. It
with the possibility ofadditional pro- has a
holiday flavor. Some constelgrams being added, Davenport said. latio
ns turn into Christmas figures,"
"Night World," is a children's Dave
nport said.
"This isn't an uncommon situamatinee running Saturdays at 2 p.m.
Davenport said he is hoping to tion in this
community either. Older
from Sept. 28 to Nov. 9. The show prod
uce a few special planetarium people don'
t understand the youngcovers nocturnal animals as well as prog
rams this semester specifically er generation
," Green said.
the night sky and constellations.
for llMaine students. One such proThis fall has been a relatively
"Night World" is geared for a gram
is a laser-light show accom- eventful one
for the Orono Police
younger audience using characters pani
ed by music.
Department, according to Orono
to help narrate the show.
"It's an artistic light show de- Town Mana
ger Nancy Orr.
"There's a raccoon that talks,and signed
for students to kick back and
"There have been problems in
the Big Bear constellation is another relax
. It will be primarily music many areas
of the town including
character. We have an alien,and the with
visuals similar to a Pink Floyd some that
are not traditionally 'party
moon talks as well," Davenport said. light
show, but not that hard. It is areas',"
Orr said.
The othertwoshowsscheduled for designed
to relax, rather than incite
In
an
effort to maintain more
this semester are"Morethan Meetsthe riot.
However, I can't say we're control over
off-campus parties the
Eye," which tuns on Fridays at 7 p.m. goin
g to have it for sure," he said.
Oron
Tow
o
n
Council is considering
from Oct.4 to Nov.22,and "Skylights
A typical planetarium produc- several
possi
ble
solutions.
of December" which will be shown tion
takes 200 hours of work and
lbe
first
prop
osal is for a new
Fridays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 4 prepa
ration, he said.
noise
ordin
ance.
If
a party reaches
p.m. from Dec.6to Dec. 21.
Davenport,who is also the coor- unaccept
able
noise
level
s the police
"More than Meets the Eye" will dinator
of the ti Maine observatory, will then be
UMaine planetarium director Alan Davenpor
allo
wed
to
enter the
t.(Campbell photo.) look at the constellations, give [the said 100 ofthos
e hours are his work premises and ask the
party to quiet
viewers] familiarity with the sky, and
the remaining 100 hours are the down. C'urr
By Kevin Bowden
students will take advantage of the and exam
ently the police are only
ine the evolution of tele- work of work
-study students.
Volunteer Writer
resources there.
allowed to enter if a complaint has
scopes," Davenport said.
The cost of a planetarium show been made
"I'm not just talking about the
by acommunity member.
Following the productions of is $4 for
This year is not expected to be shows, but
adults, $3 for senior citiThe laws currently on the books
star maps and some of "More than Meets the
Eye," view- zens and children under 18,
the planetarium's busiest, but Alan the books we have
and free only allow the police to take furth
,"Davenportsaid. ers will be invited to
er
use the tele- for UMaine students with
Davenport,director ofthe Universistudent action if a formal complaint
Located in Wingate Hall,the plan- scope in the
has
UMaine observatory.
ty of Maine's planetarium hopes etarium's
ID. Seating is limited and offered
schedule this semester
"Skylights of December" gives on a first
See PARTY on pagc 16
come-first served basis.
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NewsBriefs
•Historical activity

• Copy of Columbus' Santa Maria hits the water
• Youths lead police to millions worth of stolen items
• Man puts beer, cigarette in corpse's hands at party
•Theft

Replica of Columbus'flagship
Santa Maria launched in Ohio

Tip leads to recovery ofstolen goods
from bulldozer to baseball cards

1

COLUMBUS,Ohio(AP)— A replica of Christopher Columbus'flagship,
the
ASHLAND,Wis.(AP)— A tip from two youths accused ofstealing baseball cards
Santa Maria, was launched Tuesday in the city that bears the explorer's name.
But,
has led investigators to stolen goods ranging from a bulldozer and dump truck to a
unlike the original Santa Maria, this ship just had to cross a river.
motor home, boats and rare guns, police say.
Three cranes lowered the 95-ton ship into the Scioto River, and two boats
towed it to a
The value of the cache, which also includes thousands of valuable baseball cards, could
permanent mooring on the opposite bank. It will become pan ofthe city's 500th
anniversary reach into the millions when detectives in this city of 9,100 on the shore of lake Superior are
celebration of Columbus' voyage to the New World.
finished counting, police said.
The 98-foot boat's hull was built at a shipyard in New York, and shipped
to Columbus
Two men were charged this week and more arrests are expected.
in halves. Workers still must paint the interior and add ballast and rigging
s, said John
"It's just the start, and I still don't know where it's going to end," Detective Robert Plizka
Scarano, president of Scarano Boat Builders.
said. "Nothing would surprise me anymore."
The boat will be christened on Columbus Day weekend at the start of
10 days of
He said property was recovered from at least 34 burglaries dating back at least two years
festivities launching the city's Columbus '92 Celebration.
in Wisconsin. Minnesota and Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
The $ I .5 million needed to build the Santa Maria was raised by the non-pro
fit group
Police Chief Gordon Gilbertson said his department continues to turn up stolen items.
Columbus Santa Maria Inc.
"I have an office that is full of baseball cards and it ain't a tiny little room,"Gilbertson said

•Court ruling

WorldDigest

Supreme court upholds
conviction ofrapist
PORTLAND(AP)— The state supreme court
Wednesday rejected an appeal by a Lisbon Falls
man convicted of the rape and attempted rape of
two teen-age girls.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court unanimously ruled that a
lower court was correct in allowing as evidence a phone conversation and two letters Ricky MacDougall wrote to the victims.
MacDougall was sentenced in Androscoggin County Superior Court to 30 years in prison for two counts of gross
sexual misconduct for the rapeofa 15-year-old and attempted
rape of a 12-year-old.
The lower court threw out a search warrant, but it allowed
a statement he made to his mother and letters of apology to the
victims.

•Offbeat

Son cleared ofabusing
mother's corpse at party
BATESVILLE, Ark. (AP) — A prosecutor
dropped a corpse-abuse charge against a man who
threw a party for his dead mother and placed a •Felony
•Demonstration
cigarette in one of her hands and a beer in the other as she lay
in an open casket.
Johnny Tee Harrington, 29, told authorities he organized
the April 13 party because his 49-year-old mother, Lulu, had
told him to have a party when she died.
"I did exactly what she told me to do and I would do it again
WEST PALM BEACH,Fla.(AP)— A secreWASHINGTON (AP) — Seventy-four memHarrington said during a court-ordered psychiatric examinataty who insisted she only followed the boss's
tiers of a militant AIDS activist group were arresttion according to court records.
orders when she shipped missile guidance equiped Tuesday inside and outside the U.S. Capitol as
Prosecutor Don McSpadden said he dropped a felony ment to South Africa was
sentenced to house arrest and three they protest
ed the government's response to AIDS.
charge of abuse of a corpse on Monday because Harrington years on probation.
One
demonst
rator began shouting from the public gal
loved his mother and was complying with her last wish.
Beverly Barran, 60, of Boynton Beach, pleaded guilty
lery during a Senate debate,and five
Capitol Police officer
Monday to one felony count ofattempting to export technol
- subdued him as he appeared ready
•Negotiations
to jump to the chamber
ogy in violation of the U.S. embargo against South Africa.
a floor below.
Barratt is allowed to leave her home only for necessities
"We're suffering and we're going to die.
..and the govthe first six months of her sentence, a judge niled
Monday. ernment won't do anything
to help," the unidentified man
screamed as Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla.,
then the presiding
Unidentified body
officer, banged his gavel and asked
for police assistance.
About 300 members of Act Up, the
AIDS coalition to
SKOWHEGAN (AP) — Union paperworkers
Unleash Power attended the demonst
ration
on the east steps
are working under the terms ofan expired contract at
of the Capitol.
the S.D. Warren Co. mill after rejecting an offer for
Capitol Police spokesman Dan
BEDFORD,N.H.(AP)— An autopsy wasschedNichols said the group
a three-year pact.
uled Wednesday to determine the identity of a skel- had a permit for the outside demonst
ration.
Some members
Negotiations are expected to resume within two weeks,
of the group moved inside to
eton found in Bedford.
the
Capitol
rotunda
and were
said spokesman Gordon Roderick of United Paperworkers
Police said the skeleton may be that of a local person
either dragged or escorted out by
who
officers
.
International Union Local 9, which represents 575 workers at disappe.ared several years ago.
Nichols said charges included demonst
rating in the
Warren's Somerset mill.
State police did not release the name ofthe missing person, Capitol, unlawful entry, obstruc
ting
demonst
rating
traffic,
Neither Roderick nor officials at the Scott Pam Co.-owned but said they didn't suspect foul play.
without a permit,blocking a door,
simple
police
assault
a
on
mill would discuss details of the proposed the contract or what
The skeleton wasfound at about 2:30 p.m. Monday by two officer and disrupting Congres
s.
provisions most concerned union members, who rejected the surveyors. Police would not disclose
"People are dying," the protesto
exactly where the bones
rs yelled as demonstrapact just before the last contract expired at midnight Monday. were found or whether they were of
tors were led away.
a man or woman.
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Secretary gets house
AIDS demonstration
arrest in missile scheme leads to 74 arrests

6

Warren paperworkers
reject proposed contract •
Skeleton still a mystery
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•Profile

Award-winning UMaine artist combin
By Elizabeth Satterfield

Volunteer Writer
('heni Walton describes her paint
ings as
microcosms of life.
An award-winning artist and stude
nt at
the University of Maine, Walton
said she is
enthralled with the notion of art
being life
and life imitating art. She has
combined
abstract and representational, two
conventional forms of painting, in much
of her
recent work,
Walton paints and teaches art at
her
home studio. Her artwork has
been displayed at the In Town Art Center in
Bangor
and at the Maine Coast Artists
show in
Rockport.She also submits work for
display
in professional centers,
Walton said the abstract backgrou
nds in
her work are like hidden emot
ions and
thoughts of a person, while the photogra
phs
she places in the foreground are the
surface.
"No matter what is going on, how had

things are,some people can't see. We
put on
a good front as edification for fami
ly and
friends," Walton said.
"I start with the abstract backgrou
nd.
Like a Rorscharch dot test, it inspires me
to
paint," she said.
Walton's paintings are based on life experiences.Sadness is her strongest emotional inspiration. She often uses her painting
as
therapy to work though difficult life exper
iences. Walton used to paint images of
herself within her work.
"I was most often slinking and cowering
away in the muck and mire of abstracts,"she
said.
Her combination of canvasses to create
different shapes and angles is also uniq
ue
among artists. Walton said she is sometimes
surprised and dismayed to find paintings
similar to her work. She said she has neve
r
patterned her art after anyone else's work
.
"Similarities are the result of shared cnrrent thought. Many art movements
have

es different styles in her works

coincided in this manner throughout histo
ry," Walton said.
Walton used to paint scenery and portraits. It was when she came back
to the
university(she graduated from tJMaine
with
a degree in Modern Languages in 1967
) to
study art that her approach to paint
ing took
a new turn.
"I never explored abstract art until I
took
a few art history courses," Walton
said. "I
realize I had no idea what art was all about
."
Walton learned she could combine her
interest in philosophy with her painting.
She
decided she didn't need to start a paint
ing
with an idea in mind. She began to
paint
from her emotions.
"I tried to let my hand paint without
thinking about it," she said."It is difficult
to
become uninhibited and not think 'wha
t
should I do with this lump of paint?"
Three of Walton's paintings are being
exhibited at the Honors Center. The exhib
it
is part of the art award she won last sprin
g at

•Campus study

Psychological study says UM has more
pla
By Matt Wickenheiser

what he/she will be doing at nine o'clock
on
Staff Writer
next Tuesday night.
The report also said a spontaneous type
A study of first-year students at the Unipersonality is characterized by a person
who
versity of Maine is helping the offic
e of is "into everything". This perso
n is always
Residential Life plan programs and activ
i- looking for the new and novel,in both
expeties that are more appealing to student's
riences and activities. This person doesn
't
wants and needs.
always know what he/she will be doin
g in
The study, carried out by William S.
the next hour, let alone next week.
Anchors, director of Residential Life and
"We call these students adaptable extroRobert Q. Dana,Substance Abuse Services
verts," Anchors said. "They're ready for
coordinator, found that UMaine students
anything. If there's not enough stimulation
differ significantly from the general North
around, they'll make it."
American population.
"The large frequency ofextraverts in our
The study, whose results were compiled envi
ronments may suggest continual tenin the report "A summary of a decade of
sion in meeting stimulation needs, learning
research of the Myers-Briggs type indicator
style mismatches, and a variety of other
in the residence halls of the University of pers
on/environment challenges," Anchors
Maine" written by Anchors used the Myerssaid in the report.
Briggs personality type indicator test on
Anchors said "In 1981 at Oxford Hall,
UMaine students and found UMaine has there
was tremendous damage due to vantwice as many "spontaneous types"as"plan- dalis
m." Anchors worked with staff memful types."
bers to establish a health club in the baseThe report said a "planful type" person- ment
and there was a "dramatic decrease" in
ality may often be stereotyped as "a nerd." dama
ge after the club opened.
This is usually a quiet and reserved person,
"Adaptable extroverts need almost urwho is very focused on inner standards and ban
stimulation," Anchors said."They have
goals. This person may he able to tell you a high
need for outlets for their energy, as
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the Art Department Honors Aveard Cere
mony. She also received a cash award as part
of
the honor.
The award,initiated by the former direc
tor of the Honors Center Bill Whipple
and
the Art department,recognits Honors
level
achievement in studio art.
Walton said she is surprised and delighted by some of the interpretations of
her
work.
"My students sometimes argue over
what
a particular image symbolizes," she
said.
She also said it is a form ofentertainm
ent
for viewers to develop their own
meanings
and significance from art.
"To me, her paintings jump out
more
with the abstract background," said
Jennifer
Perkins, president of the Organizati
on of
Honor Students at Orono, who recently
invited Walton to one of her meetings.
Walton is working to earn a teach
ing
certificate. She hopes to teach art in a publi
c
school system in the near future.

1, "nerd" students

well as entertaining stimulation, such
as
rock bands and the comedy 1ub at
the
Memorial t Inion."
The results from such programs have
encouraged UMaine residence hall officials
to offer adaptable extraverts new varieties

of ways to channel their energies and
need
for diversion.
Anchors said "Our goal is to provide a
wide range of activities." This will help
to
keep the adaptable extroverts satisfied and
happy in the college environment.

•Investigation

DHS investigating alleged
mishandling of baby rape case

SOUTH PORTLAND(AP)—The state
Department of Human Services is conducting an internal investigation of its handling
of an alleged child neglect case involving a
baby that later was raped, Gov. John R.
McKernan said Wednesday.
"Obviously, anytime you see a situation
like this you have to be outraged and frustrated that it could happen," McKernan said at an
informal news conference during a break in
his administration's two-day Cabinet retreat
at Southern Maine Technical College.
"So,we're reviewing our internal procedures... to see if anything went wrong in this
case and to see what we might be able to do
to correct it in the future," McKernan said.
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood
has accused the Department of Human Services of ignoring warnings from his depar
tment that the 6-month-old baby was living
in dangerous conditions and should be removed from the home.
On Sept. 23, police allege, the baby was
raped by her 17-year-old cousin, who is
being held in the Maine Youth Center on
charges of gross sexual misconduct. At the
time of the alleged assault, the baby was

living in a condemned house in Portland and
her mother was in the Cumberland County
Jail on heroin trafficking charges.
The Department of Human Services has
temporary custody of the infant until Oct.
15, when a hearing will be held to decide if
the baby should be returned to the mother.
Chitwood has written a letter to McKernan
,
urging him to help make sure the mother's
parental rights are terminated.
The case has raised questions about the
adequacy of the human services' agency's
response to child abuse complaints and its
ability to follow through on them.
McKernan said it was too early to say if
the department has made any mistakes in
handling the Portland Police Department's
referral of the case.
"The department is doing an internal investigation at this point. So, we don't have
any conclusions yet," the governor said.
Chitwood said Wednesday that he believes the state must overhaul the way DHS
handles child abuse and neglect complaints.
"I think that you're looking at a problem
area that's system-wide. it's not one incident," Chitwood said.

SMART'S AUTO BODY
• Foreign and Domestic Repairs
-24 hour Wrecker Service
-Collision Repairs
324 N Main St
Old Town

Business Hours: 827-2331
r.lights&Weekends: 827-5634

Sid Smart
Owner

10% Student Discount on Foreign and
Domestic Repairs. Bring I.D.

Psi
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•Campus survey

Changes in dining services will take a while to ascertain

By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer

14

the lines were "too long".
Scott Cormier, a sophomore and resident of Hancock said "it is a pain to go all the
Changes are occurring within the Uni- way to
based on a random survey of students
Stewart or Stodder,especially on the
versity of Maine Dining Services and the weeke
nds,and the lines at Stewart go all the
York
6.2
results cannot always be seen until after the way
to the door."
changes have been implemented.
Stodder
6.6
The average on campus respondee eats
A random survey of 36 students taken at severa
l places during an ordinary week
Fernald Snack Bar
6.4
on the UMaine campus sought to reveal the
Their eating schedule revolves around classeffects of eating habits of students, from
The Bear's Den
5.0
es and whether or not the commons closest
both on and off campus.
to them is open or not during the weekend
Hilltop
5.5
The first major change was the closure
The closing of Wells Commons also
Stewart
6.1
of Wells Commons,which the students preprompted the changing of the typical meal
dominately felt was the cause of longer lines
Damn Yankee
6.0
plan. In addition to the 19 and 14 plus meal
at the other eateries on campus.
plans, there is now the Hart/Hancock point
Stewart received criticism due to the received an average grade of 5.5.
When asked to respond to the question of plan
which enables the student to place $396 long and unorganized lines,
which led to
Also included in the survey were the
the effects of Wells closing,The Director of
on their MaineCard, which may be used in "over-crowdedness.
"The average grade for Bears Den and Fernald Snack Bar. The
Residential Life, Jon Lewis said "There has
The Bear's Den, Fernald Snack Bar, Hilltop Stewart was typica
lly around six, although Bears Den had a lot of respondees
been no effect on the length of the lines."
that
Market and The Damn Yankee as well as the there were positi
ve comments about the believed the lines were"too long",
"NXe are serving the same number of
especial
traditional commons.
food selection.
ly in the peak lunch hours. The Den got an
student* in the four commons that we served
Additionally, students housed tempoStodder also received grades in the six- overall grade of five.
last yeai," Lewis said.
rarily in Corbett Hall have the $1022.50 plus range with
positive feedback given
The people surveyed about Fernald were
Lewis feels that the student class sched- Maine
Card plan which enables them to use about the food being "hot."
The main criti- pleased with the lines and gave an overall
ules have been a culprit in the longer lines as any
of the services that the Hart/Hancock cism was too many
people eating there and grade ofjust over six.
the amount of students dining around 12
plan students may.
"being
closed
on
weeke
nds."
noon is greater than last year.
The Damn Yankee also got several reYork Commons received some of the
Hillto
p
was
anothe
r commons where sponses, which graded them in the six
In responding to the survey question highest marks
range,
in the survey, with the aver- the main criticism was the
long lines to get with positive remarks about their food quality
"how long are the lines" student answers age
.
response being a six, on a one to ten food. One studen
t wrote the addition of
Although ilk students surveyed believed
ranged from five to ten minutes to a 30 scale,
with a ten being perfect service. Yet, Doris Twitchell
Allen Village added anoth- the lines are longer than they were
minute wait. The typical wait was around 15 there
last year,
were still some unsatisfied customers, er group of
studen
ts who were close to most students do not feel that the servic
minutes and the average respondee felt that primar
e has
ily due to long lines.
Hilltop and ate there frequently. Hilltop been very differe
nt than from last year.

Average grades for campus eateries

•People poll: Has the closure of Wells Common
s affe

cted you?

Jesse Lundy,
sophmore,
journalism

Heather Campbell,
sophmore,
undecided

"Yes. It makes the
lines longer at
Stewart."

"No. Not directly, I
live on South
Campus and eat at
Stodder."

By Joe Sampson

Rok Morin, first-year, Amy Hutchings,
biology
senior
"No. I live on Hilltop
and eat at Stewart."

"No.1 never used it."

Shane Savage, firstyear, undecided

Ruth Quirino, firstyear, political science

"No. I never used it, I
am a first-year
student."

"No. I live„in York,
and the commons is
downstairs."

I20% OFF

VOTE

20% OFF
did you krxlv that hidden away on
Mill `,;beet hem in Orono, there is a great
(Ad manufacturing firm with a factory
store? We feature a broad selection
of products, including wooden frame
cots, camp stools. knapsacks, duffels,
luggage, canvas bra,leather handle
totes & much more...all at 20-50% off
retail. Come pay
I is a visit. your first is certain not k) be
yciur last

1)

(lip this coupon to saw an extra

91-92
Senior Council
Elections

20% off our factory store prices.

ByER
FACTORY STORE
>>
Maine made since 1880

In the Memorial Union

Senior Council

74 Mill St. Orono
866-2172
Coupon expires 10/30/91
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WOrldNews

• Documents show Iraq nuclear program got foreign
aid
• Halcion banned in Britain due to side effects

•Nuclear weapons

UN says Iraq got foreign help with n-program
By Jasim Mansoor

that that information become public," said the ing the disman
tling oflraq's weaponsof mass
official, whose agency in Vienna, Austria, has destruction,
said the documentsshowed "there
coordinated six inspection missions seeking to are a lot
of foreign companies involved" in
MANAMA,Bahrain(AP)— Documents
reveal Baghdad's atomic weapons potential.
Saddam Flussein's nuclear program.
seized by 11.N.experts in Baghdad show many
He said the agency believes that only public
He declined to identify the companies, but
foreign countries helped Iraq'sclandestine prodisclosure will cut off international supplies to said the ones
he knew of were mainly European.
gram to develop nuclear arms, a senior memIraq's nuclear program. It also might discourThe source in Vienna said: "I wouldn't
her of the U.N. team said Wednesday.
age other countries and companies from get- exclude any
of the major Western industrial
A source reported that the U.N. nuclear
ting involved in nuclear weapons projects,said nations...incl
uding the United States."
agency is threatening to publicly name those
the source, a top official who spoke on condiU.N. officials said the documents prove
companies if the Security Council does not.
tion of anonymity.
the Iraqis were working to produce nuclear
The official at the International Atomic EnerThe official said the agency believes it has warheads.
gy Agzacy said some members ofthe council
the power to release the company names if the
U.N. teams also are searching out Iraq's
wanted the information released only to the
Security Council does not. ,
long-r
ange missiles and any chemical and
companies' home governments.
In Manama,Robert Gallucci,deputy chair- biological weapo
ns and production facilities.
"We believe it's in everybody's interest
madofthe U.N.Special commission overseeAll are to be destroyed under terms ofthe Gulf
Associated Press Writer

War cease-fire.
The source in Vienna said the Security Council would receive a preliminary report Friday
based on some of the most sensational findings
uncovered by the nuclear inspectors.
The report shows that Iraq had design
specifications for a nuclear detonator, refuting Baghdad's claims it was not interested in
using its nuclear know-how on weapons,U.N.
officials have said. •
It also will present further evidence on Iraq's
uranium enrichment program the identity of
foreign suppliers, the camouflaging of Iraq's
nuclear program,the number of people working
on the project,and the work offour facilities that
was previously unidentified, said the source.

•Health

Britain bans popular sleep aid due to all

By Alan L. Adler
AP Business Writer

DETROIT(AP) Great Britain banned
the popular sleeping drug Halcion on
Wednesday because of concerns over side
effects. Its maker, Kalamazoo, Mich.-based
Upjohn Co., said it would fight the ban.
Halcion is one of the most widely prescribed sleep medications worldwide. More

than 43 million Halcion prescriptions have
been written in the United States since it was
approved in 1983.
The British government said it was banfling Halcion and other medicines containing the drug triazolam because of what it
called potentially dangerous side effects.
Problems included loss of memory and depression, officials said.
Upjohn, which has registered Halcion in

Not everybody does it,
but everybody should!

Circle K
Mondays 7:30 p.m.
N. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Nursing Home Bowling

90 countries, has until Nov.8 to appeal and
said it would.
"We have received no official notice
from any other country that they are following suit," Upjohn spokeswoman Florence Steinberg said. "We disagree very
strongly with this action in the United
Kingdom."
A U.S. Food and Drug Administration
spokeswoman said the agency was studying

side effects
the British government's decision but that
no immediate action was planned. The German government also was expected to look
at the decision.
The Dutch banned Halcion about 10
years ago, but has since reinstated it, Upjohn
said.
The ban was recommended after 390
reports of adverse reactions, including 161
psychiatric reactions. British officials said.

LSAT
GMAT
GRE,
Test Your Best
chisst.ss Forming N‘vvv .

• YMCA Visits
• Leadership Conferences
• Broomball

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

• Career Contacts
• Blood Drives
• Project Concern International
• Traveling

a& Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

And Much More.
Come Join the Fun!

Classes starting now
for December and January exams!

••
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• Universities have endured a rash of scandals
• Anti-booze, anti-drug dorm popular at Colby
• George Washington prof a "weird news"junkie

•College scandals

Scandals hit universities harder,leave more scars
By Karen Neustadt

from the college or university."
company," says Jason DiBona, president of
After a campus scandal,beleaguered offi- the UCF student body at that time. "I don't
(CPS) — When a university president is cials must scramble to clean up the mess. think
it's realistic to look for leaders who have
embroiled in scandal, it seems to stun the Often they are left to deal with a demoral
ized, public private lives."
campus and community like nothing else can. split campus, not to mention a severe
leaderJamie Carte,editor ofThe Central Florida
In a recent survey ranking prestige injobs, ship crisis and damaged community relations.
Future,said students generally seemed stunned
the American public ranked college presiPresidential misbehavior, particularly in- by the scandal, which unfolded a short time
dents just below doctors and above astro- volving sexual improprieties, is often
fair after Altman received a major award for his
nauts, according to the University of Chica- game for tabloids and television programs
work as university president.
go's National Opinion Research Center.
such as"Hard Copy"and"A Current Affair,"
"I think they were all shocked just reading
Since 1988, however, the nation's aca- which drag the entire event, in embarrassing
the headlines," she said.
demic community has endured a rash ofscan- detail, into the national limelight.
Although there was sympathy for Altdals involving college presidents who have,
Such was the recent case of Robert Alt- man's situation, students also were realistic
.
in one sense or another,lost the confidence of man,45,the articulate, high-profile Univers
i- "It was really sad because he had a lot going
students or peers enough to be ousted from ty of Central Florida president whose penand he blew it all," she said.
office. Considering that 300 to 400 college chant for massage services on out-of-town
The resulting fallout hasn't settled compresidents are selected for four-year universi- trips brought the demise of his presidency.
pletely on campus.
ties each year, the number is quite low. But
Altman, popular with the student body,
Altman, who is now serving in an advisowhen a president falls, particularly a beloved was asked to step down in June after derailed
ry role to the board ofregents, will be drawing
one, shock waves can reverberate for years. reports of his trips appeared in a newspaper.
a salary until November. He has declined to
In the midst of the whirl ofallegations and
"These are positions of public trust," says speak with reporter since
s
his resignation.
accusations, a question is hotly debated: Are Dr. Charles Reed, chancellor of the state When
he makes his exit, it marks the end of a
university presidentsjudged by a higher stan- university system of Florida. "Yes, we are trouble
d time at UCF.
dard than other public officials?
judged and held to a higher standard than any
"It's the right thing to do to hold educators
Most educators say yes.
other position in public trust."
to a higher standard because they provide
"A college president becomes the image
However, many students rushed to Alt- leadership - an exampl
e to students," Reed
ofthe institution he or she serves,"says James man's defense.Some said that college admin- insists.
'The only thing colleges have is their
B. Appleberry, president of the American istrators may not get a fair shake once the integrit
y. You must do everything you can to
Association of State Colleges and Universi- accusations start rolling.
uphold that."
ties."If that image is tarnished,there is rarely
"If he (Altman) were the president of a
Tbe t1CF struggle was similar to one that
a way for the public to separate the president company,he would still be the president of
the occurred at American University in 1990,

when it was discovered that its former pest
dent, Richard E. Berendzen, was making obscene telephone calls.
Berendzen 'pleaded guilty, was given a
suspended 30-day sentence and checked into
Sexual Disorders Clinic at Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Washington - but the aftershock
on campus went on for months.
After protests over a money settlement,
which was eventually withdrawn, it was
decided that Berendzen, who would continue treatment for his condition, could return
to the school as professor of physics in the
spring of 1992.
Being a college president is "certainly a
high-powered job,"says American University's Anita Gottlieb, assistant vice president
for university relations."I believe there is a lot
of stress in many of them - but I don't believe
they are more stressful than any other."
"They (presidents) are just like anyone
else," continued Gottlieb, who was the university spokeswoman at the time of Berendzen's troubles."If they need to fundraise,
they have to become very visible. If they
behave in ways that are against the norm,they
are out in the public arena .. and that makes
them different than the corporate executive."
Others disagree. Frank Newman,former
president of the tJniversity of Rhode Island,
says being a college president is stressful..

•
Homecoming King &
Queen Candidates
Voting
Friday, October 4
2nd Floor Memorial Union

Queen Candidates

4

King Candidates

(From left to right)
Brenda Zollitsch
Past President, German Club
Chairperson of Publicity, University Singers & TUB
Phi Kappa Phi Academic Honor Society
C.I. Cote
Student Government Executive Assistant
Xi Sigma Pi Forestry Honor Society
Chair, Academic Affairs Committee
Jody Myers
Pi Beta Phi, past Rush Chair
President, Organization of f lonors Students
Past President, Sophomore Eagles
Tina Chasse
Alpha Phi, Recording Secretary
Past President, V.P. Society of Women Engineers
Pulp & Paper Foundation Scholarship
Carolyn J. Mayer
R.A. and Student Academic Advisor
Varsity Track Team
Phi Kappa Phi & other Academic Honor Societies

loom1111111111

(from left to right)
Troy White
President, Lambda Obi Alpha
Greek Intern, Student Activities Office
Greek Peer Educators
Dan Ludden
President, Phi Kappa Sigma
Xi Sigma Pi Forestry Honor Society
Pulp & Paper Foundation Scholarship
Stavros Mendros
President, General Student Body
Past Membership V.P., Alpha Phi
Omega
Onward Tutor
Steve Urquhart
Past V.P., Phi Kappa Sigma
V.P., Inter-Fraternity Council
Pulp & Paper Foundation
Scholarship
Ken Pease
11Maine Cheerleader
Member,Tau Epsilon Phi
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility

---
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Collea Briefs
Chemical-free dorm popular
at Colby
WATERVILLE,Maine(AP)—administrators at Colby College didn't
expect so
many students to be interested in living
in a
chemical-free dormitory, and they had
to
scramble to find extra space because of
the
heavy demand.
After shuffling students around, the college filled an entire dorm with students who
wanted booze and drugs banned from their
living environment.
"The way it's going now,it's a great place
to live," said Erika Sayewich, a senior and
head resident in Sturtevant Dormitory, which
houses 33 of the 1,500 students living on
Colby's campus.
The experimental program already has
exceeded the expectations ofschool officials,
whoonce considered scrapping the substancefree dorm idea for lack of student interest.
The rules in Sturtevant dorm are still
evolving.
Some students, mostly sophomores,stick
to the substance-free rule only within the
walls of the building, but some of the freshmen have decided to keep away from alcohol
and drugs altogether.
"The first-years have adopted the lifestyle
- the code, if you will," said Sayewich. No
junior or senior students chose to live in
Sturtevant this year.
Colby officials said the substance-free
rule all but eliminates damage often traced to
alcohol abuse in college buildings.
Sturtevant is not as noisy as some domis,
but it's a lot noisier than a dorm on campus
where special rules regulate radios and other
sources of racket that can disturb students.
The experimental drug-free setup in Sturtevant is similar to efforts at Bates and Bowdoin colleges, according to officials at those
other private Maine schools.

The Al-New Whip

Car Wash
(Next to Thriftway Food (enter)

Automatic•Tombless
4Self Serve Rays
0

0

Open Daily from 8108

Wednesdays are Students Days!
S2.00 offour automatic wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
University of Maine graduates
who have participated in Cooperative Education will
receive a

free Résumé Directory

from the

National Commission for Cooperative Education

The

Directory includes40 employing organizations
such as Walt Disney World Company, Eastman Kodak
Company, Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM. and the
US Department of Labor To qualify, students must
be in their final year of an Associate or Bachelor's Degree

•Profile

Profcollects weird news for newsletter
By Karen Neustadt

(CPS)— His mailbox isjammed - and he
loves it. Sometimes as many as 150 letters
and news clippings a week. He's Chuck
Shepherd,a George Washington University
professor by day, a collector of weird tales
by night.
A lover of strange news items, Sherpherd launched a quirky newsletter,
"View from the Ledge," in the late '70s
when he was a lawyer with the Federal
Trade Commission. It was the consummate weird news organ with the motto
"You're only young once, but you can
always be immature."
The newsletter, which catapulted the
professor into the dubious position of being
the nation's weird news guru, is free - but
available only to those who send him clippings. Quality clippings, he insists - no

l\\

tabloid stuff allowed.
In Shepherd's newsletter, you might read
about prison inmates who nominate themselves for Outstanding Young Men in America - and make it. Iraq's decision to sell tanks
to Iran while the two countries were warring, or the four Harvard students who
thought it was ecologically sound to burn
toilet paper on a camping trip and started a
400-acre forest fire.
While he doesn't attach a deeper meaning to weird news, Shepherd has become
somewhat ofa social commentator."Killing
a man over a hot dog," Shepherd told the
Chronicle of Higher Education, "that's a
larger statement on society."
Shepherd says he gets an average of six
letters a year from readers who think he has
"gone too far."
"Most of them believe that if the majority of stories are funny, they all should be

„„

Commission is November 1s1

For more

information,contact the Cooperative Education Office
in the Basement of Wingate Hall, or call 581-1344

)
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ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.
IAA-CREF.' is building a sound
financial future for more than
1,000,000 people in the education and
research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are now enjoying the benefits of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.
LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so you'll
have enough income for the kind of retirement you want. And diversity—to help
protect you against market volatility and
to let you benefit from several types
of investments.
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your principal plus
a specified rate of interest, and provides
for additional growth through dividends.
For its stability, sound investments, and
overall financial strength, TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from
all three of the insurance industry's leading
independent agencies*

T

September 19,12, and have participated in a Co-op Program
for submitting resumes to the

.r R E x/

tUllE

Program, be available for full-time employment by

The deadline

funny. I define weird, however, according
to the dictionary ... that includes bizarre and
not funny."
The mailing list for the newsletter, over
1,000, is a who's who of weird news aficionados: Jay Leno's writers, for instance, and
David Letterman's comedy team. He refers
to his bizarre-but-true periodical as a "celebration of the sub-mainstream."
"I only use material that has appeared as
legitimate new sources - no tabloids or shopper's weekly. I figure that if a larger newspaper made the claim first, I get off the
hook."
The lanky, silver-haired professor sees
himself as a '60s kind of guy. Many cohorts
at the staid George Washington business
school are unaware of Shepherd's evening
editorial duties. He is also the president of a
publishing company entitled Deadfromtheneckup, Inc.

CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different
investment accounts, each managed with
the long-term perspective essential to
sound retirement planning.
EXPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.
STRENGTH.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the nation.
Since 1918, we have been helping build a
secure future for people in education and
research. We have done so well, for so
many, for so long that we currently manage
over $95 billion in assets.

SEND NOW FOR A FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
including a Sped-sal &port on TIAA investments.
Mail this coupon to TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC.
730 Third Avenue, New York. NY 10017. Or call

nts tp„
.
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,
•
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1 800-8,42-2733, Ext. 8016.
hUtnr (Please print)
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Zip Cod..

Itulttattnn (Full name)

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"
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EditorialPage
•Campus issues

Who isstudentgov't
really serving?
It seems to be a tradition here at the Univ
ersity of Maine,
student government just doesn't get
the job done.
Student government leaders get ver
y indignant when a
problem is brought to their attention. The
y make some empty
promises and ifanyone follows up on the
issues they're told that
there are some plans in the works,but the
y can't talk about them.
That sounds like a cop-out to me.
Stories coming from student governmen
t change with each
member you talk to. If this is real
ly a consolidated group
representing the best interests ofthe enti
re student body then the
stories should all be the same.
Now resolutions are being passed to rese
rve more parking
spaces for guests and staff member
s here on campus. What
about students? More specifically,whatabo
ut the parking crisis
facing commuter students? It's time to pro
mote the interests of
the people you serve and stop serving you
rselves and your
personal goals.
There are bigger issues alive here at UMaine
than how the
pizza tastes at the Bear's Den. If you don't
like the food go
Today marks the start of one of
somewhere else until these other issues
are resolved.
the most bittersweet weekends at
By the way, passing resolutions doesn't mea
n jack around UMaine—Homecoming weekend.
here. Political careers won't be made or lost
Bittersweet for me,and all other
on this campus if
you don't stand up for what you believe
last-ye
ar students, because this will
in and take chances.
be our last homecoming as under(CJC)

End of the innocence

in line at the business office, cramming for tests at 2 a.m., and taking
courses in subjects that have nothing
to do with my intended career.
It seems like forever ago, when I
was
an 18-year-old sitting around a
grads,a cold dose ofreality for us all. ders
tatement of the century), some campfire
drinking beer(gasp!)with
As a freshman(yes,the last class coup
•Education
les and friendships weren't for- "old peop
le." Today I know the
ofofficial freshman)Alomecoming
ever,and most people who drop out oldi
es
bett
er than the new people. I
weekend was no big deal. I was
ofschool nevercome back.Skipping am
an
oldi
e.
I have more in common
already home and here to stay for
classes was an addiction, a 2.5(WA
with
the
m
and
force my ears to hear
four years. A bunch of old alums
is considered fine by most, and getIn a report issued earlier this week,the Edu
the
stor
ies
of
the future, which I
cation Department from my sorority and our brother ting trapped in
the moveable stacks know is around
announced that American children in
the corner.
the 1990s are at the same fraternity came back,drank like 18- at Fogler was definitely not
fun, or
Friends are married, apartments
educational levels in reading,math and scie
year-olds again, reminisced about
recommended.
nce as children were in
broken up, friends stupidly not
people I would never know, and
the 1970s and have achieved virtually noth
At my sophjmore retreat I was
ing in the past 20 yea's. smiled the smil
spea
king to one another, people
es of people content, more at hom
According to Education Secretary Lam
e,seniors from last year dropped
ar Alexander,that's comfortable and at home.
out ofschool. I worry about
had graduated and come back, tell"not nearly good enough for the 1990s.
resu
mes,
credit ratings,job markets
We
"
were all at our annual frater- ing stor
ies of the real world my 19- and that
Not nearly? How about totally inadeq
funn
nity
y smell my car is mak/sor
ority homecoming retreat year
uate, unsatisfactory,
-old ears did not want to hear. ing.
I have gotten old.
an "F'? Surely the man in charge of
which served a different purpose for
national education can
- Jobs were hard to find and just
I will go to retreat tomorrow
everyone there. Aptly called a recome up with a better assessment of
because you had a degree,didn t mea
an incredibly frightening treat, it
n
nigh
t, know all the stories by heart
served as a yearly escape up had
situation. Perhaps his achievement
a job waiting for you in the and
levels were low as well.
be a character in the stories the
from classes,campus and pressures
"real world." Engagements had broThe report stated that regardless of
youn
ger ones hear. lam old to them.
for
unde
age, students lost
rclassmen, and from hus- ken
up, hest friends drifted apart and
significant ground in achievement leve
I
have
band
come full circle. So have you.
s,
wive
s, children, work and absolute
ls between the 1970sand
s were few and far between.
1980s to find themselves back where the
Take advantage of the time you
mortgages for alums.
y started in the 1990s.
The stories were still familiar and
have here. Sing, dance, play and
A[Maine with
In the past 20 years we have seen unp
recedented achieve- bookstore,budg out an MCA,new I even had some of my own to tell. I cram as much
fun as you possibly
et cuts,2I-year-old was older
ments in the-sciences, humanities and arts
and wiser(but still drunk) can
. The entire computer drinking age or Dale Lick live
into
four
year
s.
d that and actually knowing
revolution has taken place. Heart and
some of the
lung transplants that were night and danced in the flames of a oldi
It won't matter if you flunked
es
entered thoughts in my mind.
once considered miracles are now everyd
your German quiz five years from
ay occurrences.Space fire in the northern Maine woods. I guess someday I'll
be one oftheni now; what
shuttles are launched without the blin
I sat enraptured, feeling very
will matter is if you
k of an eye. Once an
too. But that's a long timefrom
now, missed out on a goo
young(and drunk),as people I kne
incurable disease, people are treating
d time with
w I think I'll get another beer
and beating cancer to live only aschar
...
people you won't be with forever;
actersfrom stories told to
longer lives.
At my third retreat. I was
the As much as it may see
me, recited tales—real and imag
m the oppo
- ultimate non-age of
What was the basis of all these achiev
20.
I
look
ed site, your time at tIMa
ements? Education. ined—oftheir escapades and young- forw
ine is not
ard
to
homecoming to see many
And when it comes to education,the U.S
forever(unless,ofcourse,you're on
.is stuck in a time when er days.
friends who had since passed
on to the four year plus plan
computers took up entire walls, cancer
As I watched them laugh, sing
). Your time
was instant death, and
the big, adult, real world in
the
sky. with your friends is
and
dance through the night, the
space exploration was limited to giant rock
not
forever.
Many of the oldies were
ets.
close
thought that I would eventually
Before reality and a softjob marbe friends,and the age gap
It's easy to blame the current administ
between me ket rips you awa
ration and their one ofthem never entered my mind
y from your friends,
. and alums was shrinkin
"Education President," but he is not to bla
g fast.
/'m
only
drop the grudges,kiss and make up,
18, and these people are
me. We don't have
I knew almost all ofthe stor
enough time to place blame.
ies by have all the fun you
old, I thought. That guy over ther
can.
e heart, and told even
more of my
is 26! When the youngest of thes
Johnny can't read any better today than in the
Whe
n
I
was
a
fres
hman I didn't
e
own, as I became a char
70s because guys star
acter in believe the
ted college I was just en- som
the powers that were decided his educat
pers
on
who
told me,
e of stories. The faces
ion money could be tering high school.
around "The next four
I'll never be that the fire were
year
s
will
fly
by and
better spent elsewhere.
n't of "old" people I
old. What did enter my mind was
before you know it, you'll be gone."
didn
't know;these were my
Well today, the rockets bought are being thr
friends
I do now.
own out and that I was out of beer...
and time was fading fast.
forgotten because the cold war is over. So
A
whol
e
year
had passed and I
is Johnny's future if
Today!am 21 and looking
at my
knew it all. The tricks of the trade at
we don't do something quick.(MM)
Melissa Adams is a seniorjourfinal retreat with mixed
emotions. nalism majo
UMaine were apparent to me — not
rfrom Quincy, MassaI'll he ready to leave the
university in chusetts who
everyone graduated in four years(un- May
dedicates this column
— I've had enough of
standing to the memory
of2.

Johnny still can't read

4s

Melissa
Adams
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•Residential Life

Dining services improving
To the editor.

I am writing in response to the
letter by Gerard Pare entitled "Memorial llnion Improve the Quality
Before Expansion" in the October
2, Maine Campus. Gerard proposes
that dining services improve quality
before we consider new and exciting food options in the Memorial
Union Building.
Although I agree that the quality
level in the Bear's 1)en, Damn Yankee, and Ford Room needs to be
improved, making this quality improvement mandatory before any
changes is not logical. The proposed
renovations will only enhance quality and assist our employees in pro-

•Commuter students

viding the newestfood service trends.
An example is the pizza kitchen
in the Bear's Den. This area will
provide Pizza Hut pizzas beginning
October IS. If we were to improve
our own pizza product before considering a change, this new concept
would have never evolved. Does
that make sense? I think not.
Secondly. Gerard indicates that
upper management in dining services is not concerned with the quality of service that student, staff and
faculty pay good money for. This is
not true.
Weare extremely concerned with
quality,so much so that we included
two students (Wendy Landes and
Brent Littlefield) on a search corn-

mittee that recommended a new Memorial Ilnion Dining Services Manager, Jeff Pauley. Jeff comes from
the University of Michigan and has
a proven track record ofconcern for
students needs and food quality. I
would hope that the campus community welcomes Jeff with positive
suggestions for improvement in the
Bear's Den.
In closing, I encourage any student who has concerns about quality in any dining facility to call or
visit me in my office, 103 Hilltop
Commons.
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Jon Lewis
Residential Life
Dining Services

•Residential Life

Reevaluate
DTAV on schedule
services
lo the editor.

To the editor:
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Recent issues of the Maine
Campus have contained editorials
and an article that presented some
inaccuracies regarding Doris
Twitchell Allen Village. I applaud
the coverage of the r.,n,v facility,
and want to clarify the accurate
information on these issues.
—"DTAV is another bait and
switch," an editorial in the 9/25/
91 issue accused RL of promising residents services that are not
being provided. During our room
sign-up process,information was
made clear that cable TV and
telephone services would be provided effective in the Spring semester 1992.
The telephones that are currently in operation in DTAV were
installed through special arrangements made for summer conferences. They could have been
turned off resulting in DTAV residents not having telephone services in the suites until lanuary —
however they were not, resulting
in the modified party line that is

currently in existence. Residential Life fully realizes this system
is far from ideal, however technically other options are more restrictive and the department of
Telecommunications will be delivering full service to each room
in January 1992 as promised.
— At the opening of the facility in early September, there
were security card problems in
one house. The problems were
addressed when residents shared
this information with staff.
Doris Twitchell Allen Village,
like all new buildings, opened
with some areas which require
attention. I want to assure readers of The Maine Campus that
Residential Life marketed accurately what students received,and
wants to hear directly of any particular concerns students may
have. I urge residents of DTAV
to continue to keep the staff in
that facility posted of any problems or concerns.

Commuter students are a mistreated group. We are not happy this
year. There are those of us who are a
little older, with families, responsibilities, and little time for logistic
hassles. The rest of us are "traditional" students, who could have chosen
Res-Life, but decided on just plain
life as the more sensible alternative.
Commuter students ask for four
things: regularly scheduled classes,
quiet places to study, someplace to
buy and enjoy lunch, and a space to
leave our car so that we can return
home at night.
This university is batting .500
The old Bear's Denjust ain't what
it used to be many long years ago.
Most of the food is pretty bad,
and expensive, but hey, we're subsidizing a Res-Life monopoly, and
that thought will keep out tummies
warm during the cold winter days
ahead. McDonald's, another sub
Scott Anchors
shop or pizzeria, basic marketplace
Director of Residential Life
alternatives of choice, these are unrealistic demands that 5,000 commuter students contributing $138
•Rape Awareness Week
each to thecomprehensivefee(read:
money pit)have no right to demand.
How could we forget parking'? .
Try finding a spot at 11:00 on a
Wednesday;where are you supposed
To the editor:
that "all men are sex-crazed,lust drivto park, the designated Veazie lot?
en animals, who don't care about love
Ifstudents are going to becharged
It made me sick to my stomach or friendship—only orgasm," etc....
$25, then build a garage so that we after reading Bill Reitchel's "in- Wherever you heard this sexist genercan park. Students should worry sightful" letter about rape and the alization I'm sorry you've actually
about academics, not about being "deviant and perverted few" who bought into it. Society says over and
ticketed because no spaces were commit this vulgar act. I didn't real- over that in many ways a woman's
left. It's time for the administrators ize that, Bill! Are all black men worth is her sex appeal. If women
of UMaine to re-evaluate the servic- wearing suits and a hat with a feath- were to buy into that then should
es being provided to off-campus er in it pimps? Oh yes, and cheer- women strive to become prostitutes?
students.
leaders are easy? And my all-time
How can you say that all rapists
favorite—theater people are fags!
are perverted and deviant—as if you
Defik Goodine
I feel such sadness as I mad your can just label them into a neat little
David Desmond interpretation of Rape Awareness category. If you'd take advantage of
Christopher Breen Week. I don't know where you got these informative events and become

•Rape Awareness Week

Are people more
aware of danger?
To the editor:
I have a pressing question to
pose that I'm having trouble answering,and was wondering if anyone out there could help me.
As everyone knows (painfully
or not), Rape Awareness Week has
come and gone, but it seems to me
that not all that much has been
gained.
The whole purpose was to make
people aware of the danger, right?
So(and here's my question) why is
it that I see so many girls running
around at night,often with earphones
in? Find me a more vulnerable target, if you can.
It doesn't make sense. It's like
they're asking for trouble. I'm not
condoning violence in any way. I,
along with a lot of other men, feel
it's a sick and demented act, but
let's be serious. A little intelligence
and caution would be in order. Obviously this doesn't involve date

rape (that's a much more complex
issue), but it does include harassment, mugging, etc.
How hard is it to find a friend to go
walking or running with you? You
ladies check your statistics and find
out how many times a group of girls
has been the victim of a violent act.
If you really want to cut down on
the problem,fliers and banners aren't
the answer; using your heads and
not taking chances is.
And remember, not every guy is
a rapist. In fact, only a small percentage of men are, but my point is
you can't tell who is or isn't,and the
only way to find out is the hard way.
My heart bleeds for those of you
who've been forced to deal with this
heinous act; don't let anyone else
have to. Watch out for yourself and
your friends, and tell them the deal.
No one needs unnecessary pain.
Pete Mason
Aroostook Hall

Women's empowerment not man-bashing
aware of the shocking facts you I'm a drooling pervert."
would know that people who are
If you feel threatened by women
victims of rape almost always know because this awareness week has
their attacker. Rapists are people in taken some time to focus on yes,
need of control, not sex.
primarily a woman's issue then at
Sosorry to have offended you with least say so. I find it really tedious to
this "sledgehammer" approach to see people continually call empowRape Awarenes.s. However, how of- ermentfor women—"men-bashing."
fended would you be if you were on a Don't be so paranoid Bill----ask any
casual date and suddenly thrown rape victim how they feel every mornagainst the floor, stripped of your ing they wake up; knowing that they
clothing, and forced to have sexual may possibly be raped once again—
intercourse,among otherthings.Also, that's living hell, not paranoia.
this casual datejust happened to leave
hissign at home saying"BEWARE—
M. K. Cambell

'INIFF...777.".
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MAFICACIIUCENT€
SCHOOL OF LAW
At Andover

Full & Part Time Programs
Majors Offered
De-emphasis on LSAT
'ex
et

veritas

For catalog and information, call or write
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF LAW
500 Federal St., Woodland Park, Andover, MA
01810
(508)681-0800

111111=M1

An equal opportunity/affirmative action institution

The first to be,
Free.

Come by for a free try. Here's
chance to try in-line skates
from Rollerblade, the originatoryour
s.
We'll
have our tech rep
answering questions and showing you how
easy it is to get
rolling. And we'll provide the
wheels,equipment and protective
gear, with sizes to fit everyone. AL
Don't miss it.

Rollerblade.

FIVE PAIR TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE
!
Sunday, October 6th, 1991
Noon - 5:00 p.m.

SPORT SHOP
THE

SKATING SPE
University Mall,Exit 51 • Oron CIALIST
o, Maine • 827-6003

YIANNI'S PIZZA
of Orono
UMAINE Students, Faculty & Friend

s!

ilere are just some ot our new
SPECIALS!

00
Friday &
Saturday Nights
we have a midnight
pizza special from
11:00 p.m. until
midnight
$1.00 off all large
504 off all
small

I Bring this Coupon and

UMaine Men's& Women's
Cross Country
Black Bears vs. UNH
6:00 p.m. UM Sports Hall of Fame
Introduction Banquet
Black Bear Inn
6:00&
Feature Film:
9:30 pm. The Godfather II
Hauck Aud., Adm. 50C w/1D
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema:
Destry Rides Again
Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
8:00 p.m. Pawns. A staged reading
account of two Vietnam
Vets. Pavilion Theater.
$4 Admission/Students free.

10:30 a.m. Graduatc "M" Club Brunch
Wells Commons
1:00 p.m. Homecoming Football
Game
Black Bears vs. Richmond
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema
. The Misfits.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union, Free
.
8:00 p.m. Pawns. Astaged reading
account of two Vietnam
Veterans. Pavillion Theater. $4 Adm.
/Students free.

Appetizers
are now
available
for large or small
crowds. Ask about
our large & Small
MIXED MUNCHIE
BASKETS!

I

BUY ONE
PIZZA -

Live at the Doctor's offic
e... 8icSLI
Fridays &
Saturdays are still

get the 2nd
for 1/2 price

ICE TEA NIGHTS -

(equal or lesser
value)

Get them while
they're still $2.50

in House Only

T

Friday
, p.m

Saturday

Welcomes Back

Every Day from
4:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m. is
HAPPY HOUR
with 10% off all drinks
phis Happy Flour
Food Special

Homoming 11

D.J. &
Dancing on
the weekends
$1.00 cover
charge after
8:30 p.m.

Friday, October 4th 7- 8

pm

Come see the Doc'sfirst '7n
-store!" Meet Sister Blue.
and hear them perform
unplupjed versions ofsongs
from their latest telease;
'Thorn."
Dr. Records • 20 Main
Street • Orono • 866-7874
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oua ntain Bike Specialist

'Nab.

COMMUTER SERVICES =

Yes, we specialize in mountain
bikes. But that's not all you'll find
at Pat's. We carry a large selec
tion of RollerBlades, figure and
hockey skates as well as any part
or accessory you could ever need.
We're also your authorized dealer
of Raleigh, Giant and Bridgestone
bikes. Don't go just anywhere for
your wheels. Go to the specialist.

NO FREE

GAS! BUT WE DO

HAVE:

• Commuter/Non-Traditional Studen
t Lounge
(microwave available)

PA
T'S BIKE SHOP
The

• Off Campus Housing Listings &
Information
• Single Parent Support Group

Area's Finest Year-rou

373 Wilson St • Brewer, ME•nd Bike Shop
989-2900
Mastercard and Visa gladly acce
pted

• Spouse/Dependent Activity Cards
• Child Care Information

Veekend 1.091 41

• Emergency Care Information
• Courtesy Phone
• Non-Traditional Student Information
• Copies of the Commuter Chronicle
• Maps, Bus Schedules and other han
douts

8:00 p.m. Marsalis and Roberts: Duo
Jazz Piano. Maine Center for the Arts
.
Admission Charge.
9:00 p.m. WMEB's 30th Anniversary
Celebration. Featuring: The Vestryme
n
and Bulkhead from Boston. The Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union. $3 cover. Cash

Commuter and NTS Scholarship Applicat
ions
(available October 1)
Second Floor, Memorial Union
8 am - 4:30 pm Monday - Friday Teleph
one

Bar v../ ID.

Sunday
11:00 a.m. UMaine Women's Tennis.
Black Bears vs. Plymouth State
1:00 p.m. UMaine Soccer
Black Bears vs. Northeastern
2:00, 6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film:
firrtaantsgatsi. Hauck Auditorium. Admission 50c
w/ ID.

581-1820

THE UNION
;Where Commuter and Non-Traditional
Students Meet!
Commuter services is a Division of the Center for
University of Maine

Student Services,

Post Game
•Alumni Post Game Party
Memorial Gym
•Class of 1976 Reunion
Wells Commons Dining Room
*Class of 1981 Reunion
Wells Lounge
*Class of 1986 Reunion
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union

We'll be
meeting on
Sunday October
6, 7 pm at the
FFA room in
the Memorial L
Union. Please E
come and bring
a friend. 14

Refreshments
will be served.
We'll look
forward to
seeing you!
For more
information,
call Hillel at
581-1789

II
NOVEMBER 1,1991
DI DC Caw.,

'99,

Available at:

9.ves Plow yea

Nostalgia Ink
Comics, Cards, Etc.
849 Stillwater Avenue
Bangor, Maine • 04401
947-5802
"Maine's Largest Store"
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For Friday October 4
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:While
your physical constitution is usually sound,it
requires conscious care for you to be at your
best. Your metabolism is easily thrown off
balance by emotional stress,and it is especially important for those born on this date to
maintain a moderate lifestyle. Nothing too
much is your motto, you would rather experiment and sample a wide variety of life!
ARIES(March 20 — April 19): Partnerships
of all kinds,and especially romantic relationships, are highlighted. Teamwork and communication are your dual focus today.
TAURUS(April 20 — May 20): Tie up
as
many loose ends as possible this afternoon,
even if extra effort is required. Otherwise
your sense of responsibility will not let
you
enjoy the weekend!
GEMINI(May 21—June 30):There may
be
no way to measure up to the expectatio
ns of a
critical neighbor or associate. A bitter attitu
de
has more to do with their own limitations
than
anything you did or failed to do.
CANCER(June 21 July 22):The ongoi
ng
solar influence gives you a chance to
reconsider and mend a financial error.
The best
thing about mistakes is that Moon
Children
don't usually repeat them!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22) : Leos
are surrounded by an aura of tenderness
, compassion, and sensuality! Your warm
manner can
quickly reassure an apprehensive
guest. Your
physical skills rate very highly as
well.
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VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22) :
Etiquette
requires a gentle touch, particularly
when
trying to communicate with a
Gemini or
Aquarian native. Laughter can
dispel any
lingering resentment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — ()ct. 23) :
Your stars
have a way melting knees and
heating up
hearts socially this evening, a stron
g aspect
for single Libra natives. Married
Librans have
a song in their hearts and a gleam
in their eyes!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21)
: You may
be taken off guard by a heartfelt
compliment
given to you be a friend and/o
r associate.
Don't force yourself to socialize this
evening
if you feel you aren't up to it.
V
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec.
21) :
Dealing with a confused
and self critical
friend calls for a lot of tact. Don't
rush things,
give the story time to come
out organically.

SHOE
by Jeff MacNelly

5rA(
, TY115
COOPER FROM i4i5
ArpoikirEp
gooNcis

CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.
19): Setting
spending limits in advance is
highly recommended if you plan a nighton the
town!Resist
the urge to break out the
credit cards.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20— Feb.
18): Maintaining emotional control doesn
't mean not feeling
emotions, but responding
constructively to
them. Keep your temper in
check;ask yourself
later what it is that is really
making you angry.
PISCES (Feb. 19 —
March 19) : Looking
back on a former love
calls forth memories
both bad and good. There
's no need to forget
the past. Time and dista
nce is what gives your
live perspective.

-qtr:
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For Saturday October 5

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
sociable person, you want to get along
with
people and be liked by them. You mix
well,
make friends easily, and often prosper in a
group setting. A keen sensitivity for others
makes you successful in highly social fields
of
work.The only thing which limits yourincome
potential is a certain lack of aggressiveness,
you don't always push for what you want. You
owe it to yourself to be more assertive!

17:X) BAD 11f ON SUMMER
VACATION ,
I GET 10
STAV NOME AND DO
WHATEVER I WANT fl

WELL
OFF AND JOIN
NE RAT RXE' M3t4I AND
I ARE RACKING UP l_DTS
OF EXPENSES

ARIES(March 20 — April 19): Both youi
energy level and your questioning nature are
aroused when Venus sessquares Neptune.
Couples benefit from sharing an experience
outside their normal routine.
TAURUS(April 20— May 20): A quiet day
is advised, a chance to recharge your vitality
and enthusiasm. The safe, emotionally comfortable feeling shared with a platonic friend
is NOT a solid base to build a friendship on'
Jo.

GEMINI(May 21 —June 30): Your curiosity
simply will no be denied its day in the sun when
Venus sessquares t Jranus! You have no trouble
learning from the experiences of others.
CANCER(June 21 —July 22): Having little
interest in the pressures and responsibilities of
leadership, you prefer to influence the plans
of others. It doesn't matter as long as you get
to where you want to be!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Your romantic
potential and charm is very potent during the
effects of Venus on your chart this evening! A
little imagination puts the novelty back into
ongoing love relationships.

New York Times Daily Crossword

Crossword
ACROSS

VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): A calm but
free ranging conversation is all that's needed
to clear the air of misunderstandings at home.
Touch on all topics of importance to you
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Considerate
friendship is the foremost influence in your
stars when the astral focus is on Venus! You
have it within your power to assist, or obstruct, a friend's ambition.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21) : Social
contacts have an unexpected advantage for
Scorpio natives. A personal reference can
open doors of opportunity which otherwise
would remain closed!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22— Dec. 21): The
hardest part of putting a new income producing idea into action is taking that spooky first
step. Taking a chance on defeat is the only
way to win!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): You
have the sort of inner intensity that attractive
Taurus and Scorpio natives find irresistible!
Bonds of friendship are also secured today.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18) : Love
means not having to hide your thoughts and
feelings from the one who loves you! For you,
love is a lifelong process of discovery.
PISCES(Feb. 19 — March 19): You're at
your best when cheerfully engaged in a multipartied conversation,with give and take shared
by a half dozen people! A good time to host a
party.

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

30 General Bradley GO Hebrides island
Si Lack
neighbors
63 Prosperous
36 uncle
-•
church society
richest of the
64 German-Polish
Gumps
border river
37 The Beaver St
IS Argonauts'
it More of the gulp
quest 1848 49
42 Succor
60 Meted
43"
Loser.'
67 Indicates
Beatles song
agreement
44 Approached
U Agitated state
411 — maieste
47 Terza (Dante's verse
DOWN
form)
Presidential
49 Lab bottles
03
1
nickname
50 Wahines
2 What cooks
garlands
must take
52 Liang
n
3 Delineate
54 End of the quip
4 Former title for
n E ill up
S9 Deserve
an Indian
princess
5 Town near
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Santa Cruz.
Calif
OME10 GOOD MEMO 6 Scoffs at
DOOM 001Z10 GOMM Fruity pastry
OMUMMMOOMOM0000 7 Presenting
a
DOD= MODEM
general view
=MOM 001110130
- the long
UM 000 000 years' G B S
00300 0001 MOB 10 Pulitzer Prize
M000000800=1000 writer 1948
WOG 000 UGGIMO
I Finished
000 OM OM
12 Scrapple
OMMOMO 0000000
ingredient
1300000 00030 13 Blast material
0000000000030130 21 Holland flower
MOOG 0000 012100 22 Enemy
DOOM DEMO L000 25 Agave fiber
1 Attention
getting word
S Some P M
periods
9 Take as one s
own
14 Alpha follower
IS Sport
is Breed of cattle
or sheep
17 Apiece
Is Actor Rip
19 Out in the o;,en
20 Start of a oi.,n
23 Deco,

34 Afghan

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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26 Bandleader
Shaw
27 Enriches the
roast
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James-Garfield
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fiber
33 Salmons'
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55 Evangelist
Roberts
36 Brouhaha
Si Garish light
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S9 Like Carroll s
hatter
62 Banned
insecticide

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75c each minute).

* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a profcmional astrologer about your personal concRms — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a rxx‘,t of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-'726-3036.
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• Bush threatens to veto family leave bill
• New ground beef product uses fat substitute
• NRC says Seabrook radiation leak not serious

•Bill battle

Family leave bill passed by Senate, Bush promises to veto
By William M. Welch

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate on
Wednesday accepted a compromise version
of a bill to guarantee many workers 12 weeks
of unpaid leave for family emergencies, setting the stage for passing of one of the most
contentious domestic issues of the year.
With two liberal Democrats absent, the
65-32 vote suggested supporters would be
able to attain the two-thirds majority needed
to override President Bush's threatened veto.
The key vote accepted a compromise bill
sponsored by Republican Sen. Christopher
Bond of Missouri.
Bush sought to discourage the expected
Senate approval with a letter to Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas, calling the
measure"inappropriateand counterproductive."
"I will veto it," Bush wrote.

The president vetoed the bill last year and
the measure died when the House failed by 54
votes to override.
"It's time to break the deadlock on this
issue with a compromise that will work for
families as well as Main Street businesses,"
Bond said before the vote.
The Family and Medical Leave Act would
require many employers to give workers up to
12 weeks of unpaid leave for the worker's
illness, to care for a sick family member or to
take care of a newborn or adopted child.
Supporters said the leave should be a minimum work standard in the modern workplace,
where two incomes are a necessity for many
families. They described the bill as a way to
protect poor and middle-income families.
The measure was strongly opposed by the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce and other business groups. Opponents contend it would be
burdensome for businesses and reduce the

flexibility of employers in tailoring benefit
packages to meet workers' nerds.
Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn. backed
Bond's slightly watered-down version ofhis bill.
It exempts any businesses with 50 or fewer employees from the leave requirements.
Those exempted small businesses comprise
95 percent of all employers, but about half of
all U.S. workers would be covered.
Workers at covered businesses would be
required to have a year's experience to qualify
and part-time workers would have to have
worked 1.250 hours. Employers could exempt "key" workers, the highest paid 10
percent of the company's work force.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Iltah, offered a more
modest alternative. Rather than guaranteeing
leave, his proposal said workers who quit for
family emergencies would be given preference over other applicants if they asked to be
rehired within six years.

In his letter to Dole, Bush said he supports
voluntarily negotiated leave but opposes making it a government requirement.
"It is both inappropriate and counterproductive for the federal government to mandate blanket fringe benefit packages that treat
all employees the same and benefit one employee perhaps at the expense of another,"
Bush wrote.
He also said the requirement could restrict the international competitiveness of
U.S. companies.
"Of all our major competitors, we stand
alone"in nowffering the guarantee.Dodd said.
Mary Tavenner, lobbyist for the National
Association of Wholesaler-Distributors, said
opponents were more confident oftheirchances to sustain a presidential veto in the House.
"It's still looking very good," she said.
"What remains to be seen is how the Senate
vote will influence" House members.

•Food

96% fat free beef introduced to win back ex-carnivo
res
By Maryann Mrowca

Inc. said.
Wednesday from $1.44 a pound for 70 per"Our hope and dream is that they eat it cent lean
to $2.49 a pound for90 percent lean.
when they go out, when they come home,on
Health
y Choice, which is 89 percent beef,
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - Hoping to lure the bus,
on airlines,submarines and any other uses a modifi
ed oat-flour fat substitute called
Americans back to red meat, a food giant on
time that they feel like a great hamburger," LEANe
sse and includes some beef stock for
Wednesday introduced a 96 percent fat-free said
Chairman Charles Harper.
extra flavor, said Richard Monfort, president
ground beef product that uses a new fat subThe product has a suggested retail price of of ConAg
ra Red Meat Companies.
stitute made ofoat flour to keep burgersjuicy.
$2.79 per pound. Harper said the price may
:Phil Sokolof,the cholesterol crusader who
Healthy Choice Extra Lean Ground Beef, sound high,
but it is made from lean cuts of has lobbied
against fatty fast-food menus,
which has been test-marketed in nine states
chuck, round and shank beef.
gave the product rave reviews in full-page ads
since mid-August, should be available naAt a Ay-Vee Foods store in Omaha, the in severa
l U.S. newspapers.
tionally by the end of the month, ConAgra price
of a pound of ground beef ranged
"It will bring people back to red meat . .
Associated Press Writer

Great Bikes
Low Rims

but to good red meat," Sokolof said at a news
conference to introduce the product.
ConAgra said Healthy Choice Extra Lean
Ground Beef is the leanest national brand of
ground beef available. A 4 ounce uncooked
serving has4gramsoffat compared with the 21
grams offat in the 80 percent lean ground beef
sold in most grocery stores, the company said.
Low-fat ground beef made with a seaweed-based fat substitute called carrageenan
is available in some areas. It is 91 percent fat
free after cooking, McDonald's said.

Beverage
Warehouse, Inc.
Under Dubay Auto Parts,
Downtown Orono
866-2533

Check out our
monthly specials!
Milwaukee's Best
half-keg $38.00
(plus tax)

Budweiser

36A Main St
Mon&Fri 9-5

Orono

866 3525

Tue-Thu 9-7

Busch
bar bottles $11.75
(plus tax)

All Coors

12-pack $7.59
(plus tax)

suitcase $13.79
(plus tax)

Miller & Miller the

Sodas

suitcase $13.79
12-pack $7.69
(plus tax)

Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Coke, Diet Coke, 494 each
(plus tax)

Sat 9-4

Please, don't drink and drive!
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•NASA news
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•Radiation leak

Cracks found 167 Workers exposed to radiation at Seabrook
in vvings of
space shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Small cracks have been found in the thermal seals on the wings of a second space
shuttle. NASA said Thursday.
So far, workers have uncovered three
cracked seals on Columbia, which is undergoing modifications at Rockwell International's shuttle assembly plant in Palmdale,Calif.
Not all of the ship's 44 seals —22 per
wing — have been analyzed yet.
The problem first was noticed last week
on Atlantis,the next shuttle scheduled to fly
in space. Eight of the 44 heat-resistant seals
had cracks up to about 2 inches in length;
each wing had four damaged seals.
Technicians are replacing Atlantic's had
seals with spares. It is uncertain whether the
work will delay a November military mission by Atlantic, said spokeswoman Lisa
Malone of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Discovery, just back from a satellite
delivery mission, has not yet been checked
for the cracks.
The carbon seals are located along the
edges of the shuttle wings and protect the
orbiter from the heat ofatmospheric re-entry.
Engineers have not yet determined what
caused the seals to crack. It appears as
though the problem occurred on the ground
and not during flight, Malone said.

SEABROOK,N.H.(AP)— The number
of workers exposed to radiation at the Seabrook nuclear plant is 167 since the plant was
shut down for refueling and maintenance in
late July, but federal regulators say that's
nothing unusual.
"For plants the type of Seabrook, it is not
unreasonable to have 100to 200skin contaminations a year," said Diane Screnci,spokeswoman
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission."Most
of them would be expected during an outage."
The issue arose this week when four workers were contaminated during a mistaken
release ofradioactive contaminated water into
plant systems and the ocean. One valve mistakenly was mistakenly left open while another failed,plant spokesman Rob Williams said.
About 2,000 gallons ofcontaminated water
backwashed into 750,000gallons ofdemineralized water, Williams said. About 45,000 of
those gallons went onto the()cyan,although it is
not known how much ofthe 2,000 wasincluded.
The plant and the NRC said the radiation
levels were extremely low, and Williams said
the discharge posed no safety problem. But the
NRC sent two health physicists to the plant
Tuesday and said they will team with a resident
NRC inspector to monitor the cleanup.
Williams said contamination is routine at
Seabrook. Of the 163 cases since Aug. 1 and
before this weeks incident, 53 were on the
skin and 110 on clothing. None was serious,
he said.
Two maintenance workers were exposed
when they used what they thought was pure
dernineralized water to wash tools and a stairway for several hours before the contamination was discovered. The other two apparent-

Reaching Your Limit
Are you tired of tacking notices
on bulletin boards that get
buried before you can leave the
building? How about sticking
flyers on car windshields just
before the rain turns them into
mush? There is an easier way,
you know.
Advertising with the Maine
Campus is easier, cheaper, more
time efficient, and the real
kicker...more people see your ad.
As an added bonus, we can also
design professional and
attractive ads and maybe even
design a killer logo for you.
Do it right the first time.
—Call 581-1273 for rates and
more information
or
—See us at Suite 7A,Lord Hall.

ly walked through a contaminated area because radiation was found on their shoes.
Williams said the worker with the most
contamination was exposed to 14 millirems
of radiation, which he said is less than twotenths of a percent of the quarterly allowable
limit of 7,500 millirems. Still, he said it took
six hours to decontaminate that worker with
soap and water.
He said there was no reason why the four
would not return to work this week. Mean-

"For plants the type of
Seabrook, it is not
unreasonable to have 100 to
200 skin contaminations a
year."
—Diane Screnci, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
while, the discharge of the contaminated water has led plant opponents to renew their call
for an independent monitor inside the plant.
"If they're operating a plant safely, then
why can't we get access to the data?" Debbie
Grinnell of Citizens Within the 10-mile Radius said Tuesday. "Secrecy leads you to suspect the results."
Tom Moughan said the group has suggested working with Seabrook officials on
monitoring and has been dismissed.
"They have the opportunity to twist the
data in many different ways"to meetfinancial

and public relations pressures, he said.
"We need someone in there who is not
subject to those kind of pressures."
Williams said the plant meets its monitoring
responsibilitiesaccording to NRCrequirements.
"To provide the date to any individual
group for their own interpretation would not
add anything to safety," he said."We prefer to
leave in the hands of professionals, who have
the regulatory responsibility for overseeing
our operations.That oversight is in place with
the NRC and the state.
"They have access to all of the data."
The state's watchdog at the plant is an
engineer from the Public Utilities Commission, but he is concerned with plant problems
that relate to electricity rates, not safety.
Diane Tefft of the state radiology health
section of the Public Health Division said her
division does off-sight monitoring of radiation in vegetation, water, dairy products and
air. It does not monitor ocean water.
"Wefeel we have a good handle on what's
going on down there," she said. "We feel
comfortable about our monitoring program.
"We haven't seen anything unusual to
show their(Seabmok)results aren't adequate."
John Gifford of state civil defense said the
state is "comfortable trusting the NRC."
A bill proposed last legislative session
proposed a PVC monitor on safety at the
plant;it passed the Senate,but was defeated in
the House after testimony that explained the
public health monitoring.
Moughan said New Hampshire and adjacent Massachusetts are "willing to leave it up
to the NRC,and the NRC is willing to leave it
up to plant."

SATURDAY NIGHTS!

BLACK BEAR
BLAST!
COLLEGE STUDENT NIGHT

Your date pays 1/2 price
with UM student ID and this coupon!
If you don't have a date, bring
your UM ID and get $1.00 off!
Party from 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.!

GONNA MAKE YOU SWEAT!
DANCE CONTEST!
CASH PRIZE!
Also cassette and CD giveaways!
Ages 17 to 23 • $5 cover

Downtown Bangor

Corner of Central and Hammond Streets
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•Visiting presidential candidate

Independent candidate for president to visit UM Monday
By Cynthia Kopp
Staff Writer

Ron Daniels, former deputy campaign
manager for the Rev. Jesse Jackson and now
an independent candidate for president of the
United States, will visit the University of
Maine on Monday, Oct. 7.
Following lunch in the Damn Yankee on
Monday, Daniels will be available to speak
with students from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. in the
FAA room in the Memorial Union. He is also
scheduled for a public presentation at 7:30
p.m. in 120 Little Hall dealing with the topic
of "Political and Economic Democracy."
On August 27, 1990, Daniels announced

he was organizing a third-party campaign to
run for president in 1992.
He believes his candidacy will prevent a
repetition of the 1988 election where black
Americans ended up without a presidential
candidate who appealed to them specifically.
"It is clear that both political parties have
failed to make the needs of the poor a priority," Daniels said in a statement.
In 1987, Daniels served as executive director for Jesse Jackson's National Rainbow
Coalition and in 1988 as the southern regional
coordinator and deputy campaign manager
for Jackson's presidential campaign.
According to a biography, Daniels is
"widely regarded as one of the premier theo-

Party
been signed by a resident who is willing to
take the case to court if necessary. Most
residents aren't willing to sign complaints for
fear of reprisal from the students involved.
Another option under consideration is
the issuing of party permits. Under this plan
parties involving over 25 people would require the filing of an attpliCation for a party
permit with the Chief of Police.
Locations where there have been repeated
problems would be refused a party permit or
would require the co-signature ofthe landlord.
In the event the police are called to the
same address repeatedly in the same evening
the tenants and or landlord would be billed
for the costs of the police responses to the
location.
The last proposal involves a licensing
procedures for parties. The apartment or

from page I
house would be inspected prior to the issuance of any party permit to assure the safety
of the residents in case of an emergency.
Both support and opposition were voiced
by both students and administrators.
"I'm concerned that it will provide an
opportunity for real abuse in the future. It
might be an easy way to target residents
under the age of25," said Shelley Batuski of
Student Legal Services.
Student President Stavros Mendros added
his concerns that these ordinances would infringe on the rights ofstudents.The suggestion
was also made that the way things are now the
rights of other residents are being violated.
The issue will be discussed at the next
council meeting if the proposals can be finished by that date. If the council passes the
proposals the item will go to referendum.

DOGS
INEER
BOMB
SHIRTS
SALE
UNION
BUY

Our "Book Store Rip-Off Shirts" have been banned. Ask about them.

retieians and practibonersofindependent black
politics and progressive politics."
His progressive agenda calls for a New
Society,and his basic ingredient for this agenda is an uncompromising commitment to a
"radical revolution of values."
In a press release, Daniels writes "human
beings, human development and human fulfillment must become the principal reason for being
for the 11.S. political and economic systems."
"We musttransform America into a 'person
oriented' society based on the principles of political and economic democracy," Daniels said.
He envisions the following proposals
for a human rights agenda. A 50 percent
reduction in total military spending, a war

tax levied on the top income brackets, and
a fair tax system to eliminate tax breaks for
the wealthy.
He hopes the revenues from these proposals will be used to create a "Socially Responsible Economy."
The highlights of this economy would
include full employment, a Domestic Marshall Plan to help with the rebuilding of the
inner-city ghettoes, economic justice for Native Americans,and reparations for Africans
in America as a consequence of slavery.
There has never been an independent candidate elected president, but Daniels said he
would not run if he did not believe he could get
a least one million votes.

•Haiti coup

Coup leader says ousted
president should stay that way
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The
nation's military chief on Wednesday advised
ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to remain in exile,defying international pressure to
restore Haiti's first freely elected president.
"I personally do not believe it's a good
idea for Aristide" to return, said Brig. Gen.
Raoul Cedras, whom Aristide has accused of
leading Monday's coup.
Cedras,theactingannycommander-in-chief,
also accused Aristide of ordering the execution
ofa leading political opponentonly hours before
fleeing the Caribbean nation for Venezuela.
Speaking to reporters, Cedras denied the
military wants to retain power in Haiti and

UNION

BOARD

reiterated his claim that the army intervened
because of Aristide's alleged abuses, including the training of an elite presidential guard
to be under his direct command.
He said the execution order of Roger
Lafontant was an example of Aristide overstepping his authority.
Lafontant was a former leader ofthe dread
Tonton Macoute militia that supported the
Duvalier family dictatorship for nearly 30
years until 1986.
Lafontant was in the National Penitentiary along with about LOW other prisoners,
many of whom- were freed following this
week's coup.

The Union Boardpresents
Francis Ford Coppola's
The .11° —

Godfather II Edralher

PARTJI

Friday, October 4
6:00 & 9:30 p.m
500 with UM student ID
$3.00 general admission

ts;

(V
411.

KOVAAIVISQATSI

.

HOYAADISQATSI
hitlf.1% 11 WI SO I IMP'
'Ai IP

PtIll

Sunday, October 6
2:00, 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium
500 with UM Student ID
$3.00 general admission

1.1.1SS

All films are co-sponsored with ROC

The Union Board...
Join the fun — we meet each Wednesday at 7 p.m.
in the Memorial
Union...for details call 581-1735
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• Contardo sparks women's soccer team

SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Mark Sweeney - a Golden
S•ikes Finalist:

• Men's soccer beats Thomas College, 1-0
• Larry Jones to play vs. Richmond

•UMaine Women's Soccer

Black Bears break scoring drought, win 9-0
Christina Contardo scores 3goals,2assists to lead UMaine
By Chad Finn
Volunteer Writer

Former University of Maine centerfielder Mark Sweeney has been named
one of nine finalists for the United
States Baseball Federation Golden
Spikes Award.
Given annually by the USBF to the
outstanding amateur baseball player
in the nation, the Golden Spikes award
will be presented at the Tepps USBF
"Salute to Excellence" Luncheon at
the Wladorf-Astoria in New York City
on Wednesday, November 20th.(See
story on page 18)

Ifone game is any indication,the seasonlong scoring drought of the University of
Maine women's soccer team has come to a
sudden end.
Led by sophomore forward Christina
Contardo's three-goal, two-assist performance,the Black Bears rolled over the Husson College Braves9-0 Wednesday at Alumni Field.
"We kicked the throttle up today," said
UMaine Coach Diane Boettcher."We played
at a great pace and were really anxious to put
the ball in the net."
The Black Bears, who had only two
goals in their previous five games, completely dominated the ball,allowing Husson
only three shots on goal while firing an
amazing 43 on beleaguered Husson goalie
Wendy Schneider.
"They worked me out hard. They are
really talented," said Schneider, who made
some dazzling stops in the first half. holding
UMaine scoreless for the first fifteen minutes of the contest.
Contardo knocked in the first Black
Bear goal at 15:05 of the first half, taking a
deflected Jennifer Farina (one goal, three
assists) pass and tapping it into the right
corner just past the outstretched Schneider.
The Contardo-Farina combination
hooked up again just two minutes later, this
time with first-year back Farina taking long
corner pass from Contardo and nailing it

Bowman back as interim
coach:
The highly controversial Scotty Bowman is back in the NHL,this time as the
interim Head Coach of the Stanley Cup
Champion Pittsburgh Penguins.
Bowman is taking over for Bob Johnson who suffered a stroke in late August
as he was preparing to coach the US in
Canada Cup play.

Knicks trade Mo Cheeks
to Hawks:
The New York Knicks continued to
make changes under new Head Coach
Pat Riley Wednesday, this time trading
aging point guard Maurice Cheeks to the
Atlanta Hawks for journeyman center
Tim McCormick.
Late in September Riley had named
Mark Jackson as his starting point guard,
leaving Cheeks expendable.
McCormick,now with his sixth NBA
team, is expected to back up Knick AllStar Patrick Ewing at the center position.

Lakers acquire Threatt
from Sonics:
The Los Angeles Lakers also acquired
backcourt help Wednesday in the form of
Sedate Threatt.
Threatt played last season with the
Seattle Supersonics and was among the
top five in team scoring.
The Lakers in return sent three second round draft choices to the Sonics.
Threatt will battle for back-up shooting guard duties with Terry Teagle. Both
will spell starter Byron Scott.

Blue Jays Win AL East:
The Toronto Blue Jays clinched the
AL East Wednesday,by virtue bftheir 65come from behind win over the CaliforMa Angels.
The Blue Jays will play the Minnesota Twins in the American League playoffs starting Tuesday in Minnesota.
The pitching match-up is expected to
be Jack Morris versus Tom Candiotti of
Toronto.

Christina Contardo came up big for the UMaine Women's Soccer
team
Wednesday, leading the team to its first win.(Boyd photo.)
Sec BLOWOUT on page 20

•UMaine Men's Soccer

UMaine beats Thomas; Northeastern next
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

A 1-0 win over Thomas College may not
sound impressive, but llniversity of Maine
Coach Jim Dyer doesn't care.
He's still pleased with his team's play,
and especially the outcome.
"I thought we did a good job,"said Dyer,
after Wednesday's win improved the Black
Bears to 3-3-2 heading into Sunday's game
with Northeastern.
"Thomas played pretty much of a defensive game and! was very impressed with our
patience and poise. We waited for ourchance
and took advantage of it."
After some sloppy play in the first half,
UMaine had several good chances before
scoring the lone goal at the 13:39 mark of the
second half.
Junior midfielder sent a nice pass to
forward Jason Charles, who sent the ball in
the direction offirst-year player Paulo Nunes,
who headed it into the net.
"We had some real good chances in the
second half because we were patient and
were looking for spaces to attack the de-

fense," said Dyer."Finally, we got two nice
passes and then Paulo headed it in for a wellearned goal."
It was Nunes second collegiate goal,and
Dyer said he has. been very impressed with
the midfielders play of late.
"He's providing a lot of flair for us
because he's a very creative player," said
Dyer. "This is the third game in a row that
he's provided a spark for us when he's
come off the bench. And with Pat Laughlin, it gives us two players with different
styles."
The Black Bears return to Alumni Field
Sunday when they take on the 1-7 Northeastern Huskies.
Dyer said he didn't know a lot about
Northeastern, but said they have a couple
players to worry about.
"I know they've been struggling,in terms
of results, but they have some real solid
players," said Dyer. "Alex Bulfon, their
leading scorer last year is a very good player
and a win in the conference would be very
positive for us."
Charles leads the UMaine offense this
season,scoring two goals and two assists for
six points. Oliver Gartenbroeker and Todd

Sniper follow with five points, and Paulo
Nunes has contributed four points.
Soccer Notes:
Dyer said senior forward Charlie Carroll
is progressing from his ankle injury, and
may be back for the Northeastern game.
"Charlie seems to be coming along after
having some good training sessions, and he
might be back this weekend."
Dyer received some more good news
this week concerning Michael Enos, who
has missed most of the season after fracturing bones in his face.
"Michael has been given clearance by
the doctors to resume training, which is very
good news," said Dyer."He hasn't touched
a ball in 17 days, so we want to let him get
out and touch the ball and get back the feel
of the game."
After playing Northeastern, the Black
Bears, 1-1-1 in the North Atlantic Conference, will take on rival Vermont on Oct. 12.
"I'll take where we are in the conference,
all things considered," said Dyer. "We've
still have to play Vermont, Hartford and
New Hampshire, which are going to very
key games for us."
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•UMaine Football

Black Bears look for Homecoming w
By Tim Hopley

Staff Writer
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After starting the season off with
•
four
consecutive losses,the struggling Blac
k Bears
will try to rebound against the 1-2
Richmond *Ps
Spiders Saturday at Alumni Field.
At times this season, UMaine has
seemed
to be playing not to lose instead
of to win.
Something Coach Kirk Ferentz says
might be
in the back of the teams' mind.
"We're definitely struggling and
maybe
are playing a little more defensiv
e at times
which makes you look over your shou
lders,"
Ferentz said.
"I saw Progress against New Ham
pshire
but we definitely need to win to gain
confidence, I think last week our players
realized
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1-AA."• fir
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Baseball

Sweeney a Golden Spikes Finalist

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

'4

Former University of Maine base
ball captain Mark Sweeney is up for coll
ege baseball's version of the Heisman Tro
phy.
Sweeney is one of nine finalists
for the
Golden Spikes Award which is
presented
annually by the United States Base
ball Federation.
The award is given to the top amat
eur
player in the nation and the finalists hav
e been
selected from over 20 million amateur
players.
Sweeney, a ninth round pick of the Cali
fornia Angels,set 19 UMaine records
this past
season.
Among them were single season
marks
for runs, home runs, RBI, total base
s, extrabase hits and walks.
He also set career marks for hits, runs
,
homers. RBI,total bases,extra-base
hits, stolen bases,games,at-bats, walks,singles,
slugging percentage and doubles.
His numbers for the 1990 season
read

•Homecoming column

Stand and cheer for UMaine
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runs - 80 RBI - 22 stolen bases.
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point. How about making som
ona ing to the best of thei
e?
r ability and they
St,Charles Johnson of Miami,Brent Gate
Have a good, safe wee
s of deserve nothing but chee
kend everyrs and support.
Minnesota, Bobby Jones of Fresno
bod
y and we at the, spor
St., KenThe Black Bear cheerleaders
ts
department
nie Steenstra of Wichita St., Phil Sti
and band (Tim, Jeff,
dham of are there to lend supp
Chris and Colleen) hope
to
ort and music to the see
Arkansas and Tom Vantiger of Iowa
you at the game,che
St.
Homecoming game, which
ering loudly. Go
in the past has Black
Bears!!
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Cubs I, PhiNies 0
PHILADELPHIA(AP)- Greg Maddu
x
pitched a three-hitter and drove
in the only
run with a single, as the Chica
go Cubs beat
the Philadelphia Phillies 1-0
Wednesday
night.
Maddux (14-11) outpitched
Jose
DeJesus, who held the Cubs hitless
until
Chicago reached him for three straig
ht singles and the go-ahead run with two
out in the
seventh inning.
The Cubs scored when Luis Salaza
r singled, moved to third on Ray Sanchez'
single
and came home when Maddox beat
out a
slow hopper to third.
Maddux struck out six en route to his
second shutout and sixth complete game
of
the season.
DeJesus(10-9)gave up three hits,fanned
four and walked five in a complete game.
Cardinals 6, Expos 4
ST. LOUIS(AP)- Felix Jose had a threerun homer and Lee Smith extended his National League record for saves, as the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the Montreal Expos
64 Wednesday.
Rookie Rheal Cormier(4-5)allowed four
runs on seven hits in six innings and had a

SporesShorts
run-scoring hit.
Lee Smith worked the ninth for his 47th
save.
Jose's home run capped a four-run fifth
in which Mark Gardner(9-11)allowed
three
walks giving the Cardinals a5-1 lead. Pedro
Guerrero hit a homer leading off the secon
d
inning.
Tim Wallach drove in three runs for
Montreal with a game-tying sacrifice fly
in
the fourth and a two-run homer in the
sixth.
Camache to give up title
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) - Plans by
Joey Gamache to relinquish his World Boxing Association junior lightweight title
and
move up in weight class are pending but
incomplete, says a spokesman taking issue
with reports about the Maine boxer's status.
Gamache matchmaker Johnny Bos told
the Portland Press Herald on Friday night
the move will enable Gamache to pursue the
lightweight title.
Gamache, who won the junior lightweight title on June 28 when he defeated
South African fighter Jerry N'Gobeni,wants
to pursue the lightweight title and could
embark on the new phase of his boxing
career later this fall.

The Maine Campus"expert'
college/pro football picks
Last Week The Maine Campus' "experts" made their first football predicjons
of the year. The results were astounding City Editor Michael Reagan
7-1
Asst. Sports Editor Jeff Pinkham 6-2
Photo Editor John Baer
5-3
Sports Editor Tim Hopley
4-4
Editor Can Clay
2-6

UMaine vs. Richmond
Clay-UMaine Baer-UMaine
Reagan-Rich Hopley-UMaine
Pinkham-UMaine
Villanova vs. Boston Univ.
Clay-Vill
Baer-Boston Univ.
Reagan-Vill Hopley-Villanova
Pinkham-Villanova
Delaware vs. UNH
Clay-UNH
Baer-Delaware
Reagan-UNE Hopley-UNH
Pinkham-Delware

UMass vs. J. Madison
Clay-UMass Baer-J.Madison
Reagan-UMass Hopley-UMass
Pinkham-UMass
URI vs. Brown
Clay-URI
Baer-Brown
Reagan-URI Hopley-URI
Pinkham-Brown
Miami vs. Patriots
Clay-Miami Baer-Miami
Reagan-Miami Hopley-Miami
Pinkham-Miami
Washington vs. Chicago
Clay-Chicago Baer-Chicago
Reagan-Wash. Hopley-Wash.
Pinkham-Wash.
The "experts" are The Maine Campus
Editor - Can Clay
Photo Editor - John Baer
City Editor - Michael Reagan
Sports Editor - Tim Hopley
Asst. Sports Editor - Jeff Pinkham

Contardo, UMaine blowout Husson,9-0
into the right side of the net.
Contardo lifted UMaine to a 3-0 lead at
21:03, heading home her second goal on a
short pass in front from - you guessed it Farina.
Co-captain Tiffany Mosher got into the
act eight minutes later, taking a short Contardo pass and knocking a fifteen yarder into
the open right side of the net.
Rarely allowing the ball to clear mid-

field,the Black Bear scoring machine struck
again two minutes later.
Sophomore Rhonda Pelkey,adjusting to
her new position of forward, made a nifty
move in the crease and drilled home a tenyarder for her first goal of the year.
UMaine racked up two more goals in the
first half. Contardo flicked in her third goal
at 31:21 off a centering pass from first year
midfielder Tiya Eggan.

from page 17
Eight minutes later, senior forward Jen- better than
us," he said."Taking your lumps
nifer Wadman converted on a corner kick is part
ofsports,and we have given some out
from Farina, lifting the score to 8-0.
before. Today we took a few."
Playing primarily reserves and controlBoettcher was understandably more upling the ball in the second half, the Black beat than her
Husson counterpart.
Bears tallied one more goal, a blast from the
"We really needed this game," she said.
left side by Lisa Couture.
"It'll give us confidence. I think it shows
Husson Coach John Kolanski was philo- we're a pretty
darned good team."
sophical about his teams loss.
UMaine boosts its record to 1-5 while
"We can only improve by playing teams !frisson drops
to 2-6 on the season.

Maine

ds
jobs
Addressers wanted immediately! No
experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call
1-405-321-3064.
Earn extra money. Looking for people
to market an all natural, skin, hair, and
nutrition products. Call 942-4441.

lost &-found
Found: Gold bracelet
Hall. Call 827-5174.

near Neville

Lost:9/27a blue + gold Schaffer white
dot pen. Call John 866-3014.
Lost: A pair of reading glasses. Brown
frames with gold rims. Please call Sarah
at 989-9709.

Free Spring Break trip + cash! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Sell trips +
bonus cash! Four Seasons 1-800-3313136.

Lost: Jeff B Carr - Last seen trying to
bum a Virginia Slim outside the Union.
Call Ann at 942-8936.

for sale

LOST: Ten dollar bill, serial no.
DI 5985909A. Somewhere near York.
Reward - $20. It has sentimental value.
4509. Room 135. Ask for Lisa.

Guitar: Nice sound, has hard case +
accessories, $100 or best offer, Call
Denise, 827-4668 or 827-6562.
AKC Black Lab 4 mos. Very intelligent,
excellent disposition,champion bloodlines. House trained. Call 866-2651.
Let it ring.
For Sale: 1981 Oldsmobile. Must sell.
Recently given another car, runs well.
$400. Call Brian 201 York x4510.

Call 58 -1273
t ur classified ad.

ri),-

misc.

apartments
1 bedroom modern, furnished apt.
Walk to UM. Quiet, professional setting. $450/mo. plus util. 945-5810.
Orono, 1 bedroom,quiet, references,
security deposit, $350/month + utilities. Call 866-5518.
Roomate needed to share two bedroom townhouse - Great location Washburn Place - Call Chris 866-3253.

Largest Library of Information in U.S.
19,278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS
OrOef Catalog Today wd6 lima / MC Of COD
ORDERING

800-351-0222

Or. rush $2 00 to Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave /206-A. Las Angeles CA 90025

Orono Thrift Shop from Main St. 2nd
a off Pine. Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2.

personals
Condor - You helped me get
magic back - Love Little One

RESEARCII FIFORMATNIN

my

Lose something? Find something?
Call 581-1273 today for your FREE lost
or found ad.

strippers

seamstress

Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare prices! Call Today 947-4220

Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.

Gorgeous "Chip N Dale" Professional Strippers including Mr. Maine.Competitive prices 945-6355. Save BIG
BUCKS.

Good food at good prices. P'Nuts
Food Coop. in Chadbourne Hall, is
open MWF 2-7, Sat 10-2.

T
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We're still here, and we're g ad you're back,
but while you were away we made a few changes...
*We have grown into the

EST

store in Maine—more than double our previous size
at the same Hogan Road location behind McDonald's
since 197

8!

•We now have the best University of Maine apparrel
in the area.
plus
F()OTWEAR
Nike
Converse
Adidas
New Balance

Asics
K-Swiss
Tretom
Reebok

APPAREL
Columbia
Champion
Patagonia

HIKING/CAMPING

Russell
Woolrich

Technica
Timberland
Winnebago
Slumberjack

Eureka
Merrill
Jansport
Camptrails

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
Precor
Tunturi
Marcy

FALL CLEARANCE NOW IN PROGRESS
20-40% OFF selected footwear models
25% OFF all Nike clothing

plus

•We have the area's largest hockey departme

nt.

's
the same:

•We've kept the same friendly service & expert
ise as always.
•We're still in Old Town, but now as an outlet offe
ring 40-70% off all apparrel.

coLDsivirrHis
We know sports.

A Maine tradition since 1907•Hogan Road •
Bangor•
Old Town • Scarborough • Presque Isle • 947-1168
Auburn

York
Ultrafit

ethat.
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The Good Doctor's rhymes remembered
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer
Theodor Seuss Geisel could
find a rhyme for almost any
word. Ifhe couldn't,he'd make
one up. His combination of
rhymes and new words delighted millions of children
and many adults. Dr. Seuss'
death on Sept. 24, has left a
void in the hearts of many of
these people.Perhaps no other
children's author touched so
many people throughout the
world.
Dr. Seuss wrote and illustrated 48children's books,selling over 100 million copies in
18 languages.
But the good Doctor didn't
seem to be interested in how
many copies he sold. He delighted in making children and

adults laugh
and often think.
An oddity, considering that
Seuss never
had children
of his own.
"You have
'em, I'll amuse
'em," he once
said.
And amuse
them he did.
From ziffs
and zuffs,
truffula trees
and who-roast beast, Seuss
stories are timeless and have
been read since the Great Depression.
And
, his words and illustratioris are more popular than
ever.
Anne Madore is head of
See SEUSS on page V4

Les Ballets Africains: C'est Magnifique!
practice8hours a day in prepa- On stage, they must—and
ration for the show.
do—excel.
The spectacle is a blend of
Throughout Wednesday's
acrobatics,comedy and drama, performance, the public was
representing the four natural moved. When, during the
In a flash ofcolor and light, regions of Guinea. Countless
"Malissadio" dance Mali the
"Les Ballets Africains" cried drums and other percussion
river spirit was shot, his sufout Wed. night in pain, in joy, instruments provide energy,
fering was acknowledged by a
pulsing with an urgency that and spirit to the troop.
virtually silent audience, siseized MCA's
lence broken
audience,
only by sevbringing
eral sharp inthem to their
takes
of
feet again and
breath
.
again.
When
Don't stop,
dancers came
was the unwhirling,
spoken plea,
spinning,
don't stop.
blazing
And they
through fog
didn't. Aside
against an Affrom a short
rican -style
intermission,the African BalAs far as we've come, the backdrop,the public screeched
let of the Republic of Guinea energy and reaction of the in
delight; such bursts of
danced non-stop,just as they public is what always moti- laught
er and glee were generhad in Sydney, Rio, Berlin, vates us to do it again—al- ated
all night.
Tokyo, London, Paris, Mos- ways," said technical director
But what seemed to move
cow, and Los Angeles.
Harnidou Bangoura in French, people the most was that Oct.
Created in Guinea in 1952 his mother tongue.
2 was not only an evening
by renowned choreographer
Bangoura stressed thatthe marked by brilliance on stage;
Keita Fodeba, the African dancers'strength lies in their it was
Guinea's independence
Ballet has performed all over mental stability as well as day, the
day they were freed
the world, serving as Ambas- their cat-like agility. They permanently
from France. It
sadors as well as dancers. On must perform sometimeseven was a celebr
ation of culture
tour sometimes for two years 7 days a week, flying to the and Maine'
s audience was
at a stretch, the company is four corners ofthe world,little
Les Ballets Africain performers bring down the house
comprised of 35 people who matterjetlag or culture shock.
See BALLET on page V8
at MCA.(Boyd photo.)
Jody Myers
For Verbatim

et

Don't stop, was
the unspoken
plea, don't stop.
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Wax Facts

by Mike Hughes

A review of the latest tapes, albums and CD
s
Procol Harum
"The Prodigal Stranger"
Zoo Entertainment

decade to the day since the release of
"A Whiter Shade of Pale."
During the interlude,Brooker went
on to play with such artists as Eric
Twenty-one years after their incep- Clapton.
Meanwhile Reid was busy
tion, Gary Brooker, Robin Trower, work
ing in New York with musicians
Matthew Fisher and Keith Reed are such
as Joe Cocker.The end had come
still performing songs of great social for Proc
ol Harum... or so it seemed.
importance, and great sounds. It's no One
night in November of 1989,
wonder that Procol Harum has been Brooker
phoned Reid and "Asked what
with us so long. This foursome has I'd thin
k about doing someth ing."This
some real talent.
led to that, and the bands original
The band's saga begins in the spring four memb
ers were reunited in musiafter The Summer of Love. Pianist cal
bliss.
Gary Brooker began writingsongs with
"The Prodigal Stranger" contains
the already noted Keith Reid. The re- easy
-listening rock and roll. The messult of this merger was among other sage
s are there and the beat never
things, the production of the song,"A fails
. Instead of being like so many
Whiter Shade of Pale." Unless you've othe
r "modern" bands that rely on the
been in a closet, the song is familiar to volu
me of the music to cover for the
you. This hit single set stunned the less
than desirable lyrics, Procol
world,and putthe name Procol Harum Har
um blends the music and words to
on the rock and roll map.
form a mixture that's solid, smooth
The multi-talented group peaked and styli
sh.
commercially in 1972 with their live
The Summer of Love produced a
recording with the Edmonton(Alberta, grea
t number of musical talents. Most
Canada) Symphony Orchestra. Five of them
have faded away into the reyears later, after a struggle with the cess
es ofour minds,but Procol Harum
ol'creativejuices,the group disbanded now
sits on the tip of our tongues.
in New York City on May 15, 1977, a Gosh
,it's good to hearfrom them again. Procol Harum (from Left to Right) Keith Reid, Gary Brooker, Robin
Trower, Matthew Fisher.

David Wilcox
"Home Again"
A&M

David Wilcox releases his new album
"Home Again" which features 13 song
s.
Distributed by A&M Records.

In this mixed up, shook up
world that we live in, "more"
always seems to be better.The
more money, the better. The
more cars, the better. The
greater the quantity, the
greater the quality. Not true
of singer, song writer, musician, David Wilcox.
Wilcox believes his music is
most powerful when he performs live. "I see my albums
as invitations to my concerts."
With his trusty acoustic
guitar strapped to the hip, a
song in his head, and irrepressible thoughts of a simpler time when life was"good,"
Wilcox journeys into his own
soul as well as stirring the

ones of his listeners. In his
own words, his songs 'Reach
through the busy-ness and the
distractionl of life, that cut
through to kere I remember
the longings that I've had
about what I want my life to
mean before I die."
Wilcox sees a troubled
world. "Covert War" which
deals with relationships with
parents, and "Distant Water"
encompass the illusions of romantic love. The songs are
direct expressions of how he
views the situation.
The bubble grows thinner
and thinner. Dry rot has set
in, it's coming apart at the
seems. When it bursts, it'll
be nice to go back Home
Again.
See WAX on page V8

Prison inmates record new album themselves

HUTTONSVILLE, W. Va.(AP)—
Musicians who usually mean something else when they talk about their
records have recorded an album,"Al!
Penned Up," that is literally
jailhouse rock.
Release ofthe prison inmates'album
followstwo years ofrecording,said Mick
Souter, music director at Huttonsville
Correctional Center.
"All Penned Up" cost $4,000 to
record, with half coming from the
state Department of Education and
the Arts. Proceeds of the $7 album
go to the Huttonsville Inmate Benefit Fund.
Souter said he got the idea after
realizing the amount of musical talent

in West Virginia's various prisons.
"A few years ago, I began to notice
some of the song writing that was going on and it was incredible. So in

these men and woman who are incarcerated," Souter said.
The album was partly recorded in
prison and partly at Souter's Advance

"All Penned Up"contains rock'n roll,
ballads, heavy metal, folk and a rap
tune called 'The Gangster Cut."
"The rap song talks about and how
people can mess up their lives by
trying
to outsmart the system," Souter said.
"The basic philosophy ofthe album is to have
"It's basically about the repercussion
something
s
that can come from crime.
that reflects the positive side, the otherside ofthe
"Another song, 'Destiny,' was writcoin."
ten by the guys in our heavy meta
l
group after I gave them a challeng
e to
do a song that wasn't all gloom and
response,the idea began to evolve to do Concepts
Studio in nearby Elkins.
doom," he said.
an album that would be sort of an Souter,a
consultant to the prison,said
"It's kind of our answer to 'We Are
anthology," he said.
he normally charges $50 to $75 an
the World'because almost all the vocal
"The basic philosophy ofthe album is hour at the
studio, but estimates the
ists on the album sing on the song
to have something that reflects the posi- work on the
. It's
prison album only brought
fondly referred to by the inmates as
tive side, the other side of the coin, of him $10 an hour
'We
.
Are the Cons.'"

Coming Out Day features funny feminist
By Kristy Marriner
Verbatim Staff Writer

Comedienne Kate Clinton
will be bringing her act to the
University of Maine as part of
this year's National Coming
Out Day celebration.
Clinton is a lesbian-feminist
humorist who excels in political satire from a woman's perspective. She has appeared in
prestigious clubs and concert
halls nationwide.
She is very good,"said Mary
Kay Casper of Multicultural
Affairs."She discusses lesbian
issues, but her topics are also
more general,such as relationships and life in general."
Clinton's performanceon Oct.
10 will kick off this year's National Coming Out Day celebration at UMaine. National Corning Out Day is observed every
Oct. 11, to commemorate the
1987 march on Washington for
gay and lesbian rights.
'This is the first year we
have made a big deal about
National Coming Out Day,but
we feel it is very important,"
said Joe Nadeau, co-chair of
Wilde-Stein,UMaine'ssupport
groupforgay and lesbian rights.
"For every gay or lesbian
their own coming out day is
very importantand memorable
to them," said Nadeau. "It
means no more lies."

"It really takes a load off
your mind, though unfortunately some still have to live in
some sort of a closet."
"Kate Clinton is very funny.
and she'll give everybody else a
different way of looking at the
gay community,"said Nadeau.
Wilde-Stein hopes that
Clinton's performance will increase visibility for UMaine's
gay and lesbian community,but
they also hope that it will increase acceptance.
"You'll learn anything and
everything you ever wanted to
know about lesbian life," said
Natasha Woodland, WildeStein'sother co-chair.'Butshe'll
do it in a very funny way,so you
won't feel uncomfortable."
"She's a way to get people
out and have a non-traditional
way of learning about the gay/
lesbian lifestyles,"said Casper.
She thinks that Clinton's
performance will be good for
everyone, whether gay or not.
"People will see that a lesbian can perform and not also
focuson lesbian issues,"shesaid.
"I hope it will also be a supportive experience for the gay/lesbian community as well."
Clinton is a native ofBuffalo
N.Y.,who has been performing
comedy since 1981. She marks
her tenth year in comedy with
a tour of more than 40 cities.
Critics from major newspapers have called her a satirist
whose"wit travels at the speed

cA157yLE5C_TKeEWEATL5K/EviD ATHizou6H THE DESERTED
LLoW1n1G ft.JH(5 SELF—
PITY, NE SUDDENLY gEAL lZEP THAT
4Ac' FORGOTTEN To REMOVE THE-FORK FROM l-415 LEFT E YE

Comedienne Kate Clinton will perform Oct. 10 at Hauck Auditorium as part of
National Coming Out Day.(PICS photo.)
of light," and 'her monologue
takes the audience laughing to
the point of exhaustion."
Clinton has performed for
causes such as the Human
Rights Fund, Women's Action
Alliance, and the Committee
for Non-Intervention in Central America. She has also recorded four albums.
Her performance on October 10,will be in Hauck Audito-

ritun at8 p.m., and is free and
open to the public. It is sponsored by the UMaine Center
for Multicultural Affairs.
A reception and dance will
also follow the performance,at
approximately 9 p.m., to help
kick off the National Coming
OutDay celebration,which will
continue on Oct. 11.
Nadeau encourages everyone to go and hear her, and

hopesthather performance will
increase visibility for National
Coming Out Day.
"Clinton will make for a very
different atmosphere," said
Nadeau. "and hopefully a different way oflooking at the gay
community."
"Everyone should attend,"
said Casper."They have a lotto
gain and learn, and it will also
be a lot of fun."

LONDON(AP)— Frederick
Forsyth has lost the best villain he ever had — the KGB.
As a spy writer,obviously it
is going to affect what one does
next," Forsyth said over tea at
the Montcalm Hotel, also the
scene of a more shadowy rendezvous between two of his
characters.
"Clearly, you can never now
use the KGB again as the allpurpose villain."
Forsyth's newlyreleased seventh novel,'The Deceiver," is
his first since the fall of the
Berlin Wall and thesecond Russian revolution. With uncharacteristic nostalgia, his deduction noted the passing ofan era:
"The Cold War lasted 40
years. For the record, the West
won it. But not without cost.
This book is for those whospent
so much of their lives in the
shadowed places. Those were
the days, my friends."
Writers of spy thrillers have
struggled with change since Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev

introduced his programs of
perestroika and glasnostand the
Cold War ended.
But until now the KGB has
lurked in the background.
With its demise, John
LeCarre, Robert Ludlum,Tom
Clancy, and Forsyth have had
to change their course. Forsyth
praised Clancy's success, using
Middle East terrorists in his
latest book'Sum of All Fears.*
Forsyth,the 53-year-old author of"The Day of the Jackal"
and 'The Negotiator," speaks
as he writes — with authority,
flair and a hint of mystery. He
is fit and tanned after a fishing
trip offthe North Carolina coast,
his blue-eyed gaze is directfrom
behind a could ofsmoke curling
from a cigarette thatsitssnugly
in a holder.
"The Deceiver" is Sam
McCready,who hasserved with
distinction for seven years as
chief of covert operations for
the British Secret time for him
and other old-style operatives
to retire, McCready insists on a
hearing which reviews four of
his rule-binding exploits.
Originally written for television,the gripping tales concern a
mission into East Germany to

retrieve a sensitive Soviet documentand a couriergone mad;the
defections of two Russians; an
arms shipment from Libyan
leader Col. MoammarGadhafito
the Irish Republican Army; and
Caribbean politics and cocaine.
"They are all drawn from
real-life stories that have only
been lightly reported,"said the
ex-foreign correspondent,a selfdescribed Soviet watcher whose
fiction has sometimes anticipated or mirrored reality.
He was annoyed that he
learned of the Soviet coup one
rainy day in remote Glacier
Bay, Alaska, where he was vacationing with his two sons.
'Those bastards," Forsyth
said sardonically of the coup
leaders."They struck too early.
Most inconsiderate."
He had hinted in the British
version of his book that the
hard-liners would close in on
Mikhail
Soviet leader
Gorbachev one day,butForsyth
said he would have preferred
that they waited until his book
was released.
"We'll have to find fresh bad
guys. Our standby of 40 years
hasgone,"said Forsyth,whosees
plenty of alternatives at hand.
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Thedor Seuss Geisel remembered by young and old
the Children's Section of the Something About the Author,
Bangor Public Library. a literary encyclopedia.
Madore has found that
Seuss wrote about the abSeuss books are "perenni- surd. He also had a way
of
ally popular."
making the absurd intelli"Adultscome in,remember- gible. He once described his
ing their favorite Seuss books word play as "logical insan
from childhood, and wanting ity." But many would agree
to share them with their chil- that reading them tends to
dren. They are loved by old make you a bit saner.
and young alike," she said.
Despite swaying from his
Madore is one of many who original plan to teach, Dr.
grew up with and loved Dr. Seuss did educate millions
Seuss books.Like many moms, with his writings and illusMadore reads Seuss to her trations.
children. But reading him out
One ofthe crowning accomloud, she admits, can be a bit plishments of any author is to
tricky.
have your literature taught in
"His books contain tongue- the classroom.Seuss certainly
twisters and my tongue doesn't has realized that. Many
memgo around that fast. After a bers of the education comm
usentence or two, I'd have to nity regard him highly.
catch a deep breath."
Reading Dr. Seuss helps
Although Seuss originally children develop intellectuintended to teach school, he ally and his books are
often
instead became a humorist used in the classroom,
acand cartoonist forJudge,Van- cording to Rosemary Salesi
,
ity Fair,Liberty,Life and other Prof. ofChildren's Literature
national magazines ofthe day. in the UMaine Education
deFrom 1940-42, he was a pro- partment.
paganda publicist for the War
"He is considered one of the
Production Board, Treasury most noteworthy autho
rs of
Department, and other gov- picture books," she said.
ernment agencies. Later, he
Salesi says Seuss helps
became a screen artist and educate because of his
use of
writer for Hollywood and a language, use of rhyme
, and
producer for television.
use of incongruity. Incongru- children,they also hold
broad books for shear enjoyment.
Theodor Seuss Geisel pub- ity occurs in almost every
appeal for many adults. In
Kerry Campbell, a Junior
lished his first book, "And to Seuss book and Sales
is fa- some instances, adults may Theater
major
from
Think that I Saw It on Mut- vorite example of it
comes be able to appreciate them Yarmouth,
has enjoyed Dr.
berry Street"in 1937. He went from her favorite Seuss
book, even more,as they understand Seuss all her
life, but it is only
on to change children's litera- Horton Hatches an Egg,
in their subtle hints.
recent
ly
that
she
realized what
ture forever.
which an elephant is sitting
His books, he once said he has meant to her adult
life.
"He began a revolution in in a nest in a tree.
"have a secretfollowing among
"I actually read him more
young children's readers
Although Horton, The Cat adults, but they have to
read as an adult than as a child. I
which had been until his timev in the Hat, How the
Grinch me when no one is watching." have had
more exposure to
largely variations on the'Dick Stole Christmas,and his
other
Indeed, some adults still him in college. I recent
ly read
and Jane'series," according to books seem geared
toward pick up the colorful, big-print 'The Places
You'll Go.'If I had

from page V1

read that When I was little, I
think I'd be much better off
now," she said.
Dr. Seuss made millions of
people better off. Throughout
the world, his books will be
read and cherished for several
generations to come. While he
leaves a delightful legacy to
the world, there is an uncomfortable feeling knowing he is
no longer with us.

Thrift shop show offers wealth of inspiration
By James Serv in
AP Special Features
NEW YORK(AP)— With titles like
"Dead Tree With Giant Lemon On
Chain"and "PsychedelicTired-Looking
Woman," the paintings crowded onto
the walls ofMetro Pictures Gallery may
first suggest that an aesthetic, as well
as economic, recession is at hand.
But it is precisely to show New York
cognoscenti how the rest of the brush stroking world really lives that gallery
co-owner Janette Rearing flung open
her posh gallery doors to accommodate
"Thrift Store Paintings" — 200
homestyle works that under any other
circumstances might have been dismissed as Salvation Army castoffs.
The works were lovingly culled by
artist Jim Shaw from thrift shop bins
across the country, painted by an army
of anonymous artists. Shaw limited almost all his purchases to under $25.
Even the pieces that are signed remain cryptic.There's R Gilbert, Welsh,
Joan, and Ruth E. Michelangelo —
Michelangelo Selim Mickels, that it.

"I'm sure hisreal nameis Michelangelo," I>eseret Indust
ries underwrites a chain serving these painti
ngs," Rearing says.
says Shaw of the visionary behind "Old of thrift stores
.
"Peop
le
can
forget
about
prices and their
Man With Zomaster Book.""I mean,Ma"There are a lot of retired people in careers
for
awhil
e.
It's
feasible for us
donna was named Madonna."
Utah," he says. "A lot of people who becau
se
it
attrac
ts
attent
ion, it pays off
It was with a similar blend of prag- have time on
their hands and aren't in other ways."
matism and blind faith that Shaw hit afraid of
embarrassing themselves."
Metro Pictures decided to schedule
the road six years ago in search ofcheap
It was in Utah that Shaw came upon the
show last November after its ownmasterpieces.
a rendering of saints descending from
ers perused "Thrift Store Art,"a catalog
edited by Shaw, who exhibits his own
work at the gallery next spring.
Shaw's book, and subsequent show,
is the result of those six years of intensive bin-rummaging.
"I actually began collecting thrift
store paintings in the'70s,"says Shaw,
who lives in Los Angeles. "My first
purchase was a 4-by-6 painting done
after a Breck ad."
With his girlfriend by his side, he the sky.Alas,
it wason masonite,and too
Shaw has only one consideration
traveled down interstates 10, 40, 80, heavy to
take with him. His speaks of it when
hunting his quarry: the art simand 70,scouring the Midwestand South- longingly —
like the one that got away. ply'can't
be too good.
west. He developed a methodology.
Rearing sees the show as a perfect
"The
weirder the better," he says. "I
"The night before, we'd check into a way to start
off the fall season,saying it look for
a moment captured that's so
hotel. We'd immediately get a phone offers "a bit
of commentary about the strange
it's
book and a local map. We'd avoid any- art world's
unsettling."
negative publicity, brought
He found those moments in,say,the
thing that was too out of the way. In a about by
inflated prices in recent years." wizen
ed brilliance of "Little Girl With
Southwestern small town, you can hit
None of the paintings are for sale,
Teeth
,"
the maniacal dullness of"Gas
all the stores in one day."
which may be the show's most pointe
d
Statio
n
Owner
," and the Salvador Dail
Shaw struck gold in Oklahoma City commentary.
surrealism of"Off Road Helmet Merges
and Salt Lake City,wherethe Mormon's
'There's an irmate pleasure in obWith Landscape."

"The weirder the better. Ilook for a moment
captured that's so strange it's unsettling."
-Artist, Jim Shaw
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Waving your flag with pride
Frank Spurr
This past April, I received
an item in the mail which
changed my life and re-defined
patriotism.
I get angry when people
question my patriotism. I consider myselfto be a fairly patriotic guy. I went to the artillery
parade down in Washington
D.C. this past spring and discovered that if you looked hard
enough, you could see actually
see returning soldiers through
all the armor and flags.
I'm not a flag-waver, but if
someone wants to burn one as
a means of expression, I certainly won't stand in the way. I
mean, if the guy isn't killing,
stealing, maiming or chopping
up body limbs, I don't see why
we should get all worked up.
There are certainly other areas
where we could focus our concern than whether some nut is
torching "Old Glory." Besides,
with all this born-again patriotism spreading throughoutthe
country, anybody who burns a
flag in public is likely to be
hung by his genitalia.
Which brings me to my
point... genitalia and the protection thereof. "What the hell
do patriotism and genitalia have
to do with each other you ask?'
Well, permit me to engage in
some unbridled elaboration_

We are currently living in a Donald Wildmon, Jerry It comes complete with 13
sexually-stagnant society. Falwell,and everybody'sfavor- stripes and 50 stars, although
People fear engaging in plea- ite senator,Jesse Helms,while the average guy will probably
sures ofthe flesh because there preserving our sexual health? only need 48. For those of you
is a strong possibility that they How can we,as devoted Ameri- needing Alaska and Hawaii, I
will contract AIDS or some cans, work together to solve salute you. You're probably
other disease. It is the age of this national problem?How can wishing that Puerto Rico
precaution.Thiseducation and we convince them thatsafe-sex achieves statehood.
prevention have given rise to is as American as apple pie?
Such an invention is sure to
the new-found
confuse the
popularity of * * * * * *
many people
* * * * *
the condom.
who
praise the
* * * * * *
The
flag in one
* * * * *
condom. I've * * * * * *
breath and
heard it re- ***********
chastise forferred to as
* * * * *
mal sex-eduthe latex won- * * * * * *
cation in the
der, weiner
next.
wrap and the
The poshooded rainsible ramificacoat.
But
tions of the
what's in a
star-spangled
name? Isn't it
condom commore imporpletely boggle
tant that they be used during
Fear not. A solution is just my mind, and my mind does
this health crisis? Mostreason- around the corner. Necessity is not respond well to boggle. But
able people would think so.
the mother of invention and permit me, if you will, to list a
But no. Several vocal orga- Americans have come up with few ofthe questions that we are
nizations, each claiming to be an invention that is sure to likely tosee ifthe Star-Spangled
the guardians of American solve this crisis and appease Condom rises(no pun intended)
morality, preach against in- the right. For in the mail on in popularity.
forming teenagers and others that glorious April day, I reHow do we dispose of the
about the condom. The intro- ceived a productsoon to be avail- condom after use? Is it legal to
duction of the condom, they able in your finer drugstores desecrate after you copulate?
claim, will only increase sexual and health clinics.
Must you fold it into a triangle
promiscuity in teenagers.What
THE STAR-SPANGLED after use?Thatcould get messy.
they don't realize is that CONDOM!
Is it lawful to salute it when it
condoms can also save lives.
That's right. A genuine, lu- comes down? Can you use it
What is to be done to ap- bricated,one-hundred percent, after dark or in bad weather? If
pease such conservative, self- one-size-fits-all condom embla- it is flipped upside down, is
righteous individuals such as zoned with the American flag. that a distress signal?

Various scenarios pop into
my mind as well.Can you imagine Jesse Helms addressing a
group ofsenators on the importance of displaying your flag
proudly and prominently. How
about a misty-eyed Jerry
Falwell reminiscing about the
death ofa greatleader and how
he tearfully displayed his flag
at half-staff?
I admit, I don't know the
answersto these contemporary
philosophical and legal questions and believe me, I wish I
did. But it seems to me thatthe
Supreme Court decides sensitive issues like this all the time
and understanding their rationale for such decisions can be
as mysterious asknowing what
they actually wear underneath
those robes.
I am a firm believer in patriotism and safe-sex. But as a
busy college man,I don't have
time toengage in either ofthese
noble pursuits. The Starspangled Condom offers the
perfect solution for the patriotic, horny guy on the go.
I predict the Star-Spangled
Condom will do more for patriotism than the Gulf War. You
may feel a proud shiverthe next
time you hearthestirring words
of our national anthem "Gave
proof through the night, that
our flag was still there." Of
course,if Roseanne Barr is singing,I don'tguarantee anything.

Ellis Marsalis, Marcus Roberts coming to UMaine
Jazz pianists Ellis Marsalis and
Marcus Roberts share the stage in a
joint appearance at the Maine Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 5 for a Homecoming Weekend
performance at the University of
Maine.
Marsalis, a legend in the town that
gave birth to jazz, is the father of
trumpeter Wyriton and saxophonist
Branford, both of whom have performed at the Maine Center for the
Arts in the last year. Critics have
called Marsalis "a rarity among musicians" — equal parts artist and educator, player and teacher.
Roberts wasfeatured in Time magazine as "one of the hottest new players" on his way up. Roberts is establishing himself as a pianist
extraordinaire who explores likes of
Ellington,Monk and Jelly Roll Morton
and composes his own pieces.
Together they alternate duo and
solo sets,combining and complementing each other's unique styles.
The jazz performance is sponsored
by the Maine Alumni Association with
supportfrom the classes of 1936,1941,
1946, 1951, 1956, 1966, and 1971.
For more information and tickets,
call the MCA Box Office, 581-1755, Jazz pianists Marcus Roberts(L)and Ellis Marsalis will make a joint appearance at the Maine Center
weekdays from 9 a.m. —4 p.m.
for the Arts, Saturday, October 5.(PICS photos.)
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Summer files lawsuit againstNew York magazine

LOSANGEIES(AP)- Singer Donna
Summer filed a $30 million libel lawsuit Tuesday against New York magazine. She said it falsely quoted her as
once saying AIDS was a "divine ruling' against homosexuals.
"That is completely false. I did not
say it. I do not believe it," Miss Sum
mer said at a news conference to announce the Superior Court lawsuit.
New York magazine's Aug. 5 issue
said Miss Summer, 42, a born-again
Christian for several years, once described homosexuals as "sinners" and
said AIDS was "a divine ruling." The
three-paragraph article gave no specifics on when or where she allegedl
y

made the remarks.
The article, quoting a 'music-industry insider" it didn't name, said

The lawsuit also says the report
about the song is false.
"The article in New York maga-

"The article in New York magazine hur

ts me deeply. It also

hurts those people who read the article

and believe it to

be true,"- Singer Donna Summer
Miss Summer decided against incl
ud- zine hurts me deeply. It also hur
ts
ing on her new album a song that
those people who read the article
would serve as an apology to hom
o- and believe it to be true,"
Miss
sexuals for the comments.
Summer said.
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SALINA,Kan.(AP)—Joyce Carol Oates
says her new novel was first inspired
by the
drowning of Mary Jo Kopechne 22 year
s ago
when Sen. Edward Kennedy drove a
car off
a bridge in Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
But the idea lay dormant, Oates said
Friday, until a nephew of the Mas
sachusetts Democrat was accused of rape in
Palm
Beach, Fla.
The result for Oates in "Black Wate
r," to
be published next spring. The boo
k borrows
heavily from the Kennedy accident
,she told
an audience at Kansas Wesleyan
University.
While writing the novel, she
imagined
herself trapped in dark waters, Oat
es said,
adding that the book addresse
s youthful
idealism and violence against
women.
"There's so much violence against
women
today that I wanted to write
about that,
also," said Oates.

Ak%< 5 :
k'eep a dead -pay%
e.I.rpeess -ion

LESSoN THREE:
"(ELL 1.1E5

Fran Kessler, assistant to the editor of the magazine, wouldn't comment and said the magazine had not
been served with the lawsuit.
Miss Summer cooed her way tofame
in 1975 with the disco anthem "Love to
Love You Baby." She was known as
"Queen of Disco" for such tunes as "I
Feel Love" and 'Last Dance."
Attorney Elizabeth Mann,who represents the singer, said the article
damaged prospects for Miss Summers'
new Atlantic Records album, "Mistaken Identity." The lawyer said some
disc jockeys and clubs refuse to play
the record because of the statements
attributed to her.
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Country singer
Brooks tops
charts first week
OKLAHOMA CITY(AP)— Gar
th Brooks
credits changes in popular tast
e for making
his latest album what is thou
ght to be the
first country recording to deb
ut in the No. 1
position on Billboard Maga
zine's 200 Top
Albums Chart.
"I don't think we're goin
g anywhere, I
think the crowds are coming
over to country," Brooks said Friday fro
m Dallas, where
he is filming a music video.
"I think the people who
listen to rock 'n
roll are coming over to coun
try," Brooks,28,
said.
The album,"Roping The
Wind," listed as
No. 1 in Billboard's Sept.
28 edition, sold
more than 300,000 copies
its first week.
"It's a historic accomplishme
nt,"said Geoff
Mayfield,associate director of
retail research
at Billboard."As best as
we can determine,
it's the first time it happ
ened."
The rating is based on sale
s,tabulated by
an inventory system for
more than half the
music stores in the United
States.
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MCA learning to cope with budget cuts
Carlin and Ray Charles to the
center.
For Verbatim
Stephen Whittington, director ofthe Hudson Museum,
another facet ofthe MCA,has
It's not easy running a conseen his budget cut in excess
cert hall nowadays.
of 20 percent over the last
Justask Brenda Henderson,
three years.
director of the Hutchins Con"We were cutfirst when the
cert Hall box office.The office's
university was doing across
budget is $265,000 a year, but the
board cuts," Whittington
expenses can come to over said.
"Then we also had an
$1,000,000 a year.
extra cut because we lost a
Henderson and the staff of position.
By John Johnson

"We were cut first when the university was doing
across the board cuts. Then we also had an extra
cut „because we lost a position."
-Steven Whittington, directorofHudson Museum
the Maine Center for the Arts
must use every resource available to run UMaine's nationally recognized arts program
on a strapped college budget.
Corporate funding, ticket
sales, grants and gifts from
patrons all help to pick up the
slack left by the tight budget.
Last year, the Hutchins
Concert Hall took in $800,000
from ticket sales and rental
fees, to supplement the
$265,000it gets from student's
comprehensive fees.
Gala events such as this
year's Yo Yo Ma concert help
raise the kind of money needed
to attract acts like George

"We're doing six exhibits
this year, and then we're
changing permanent exhibits
as we can."
All of this must be done on
"just under $100,000 a year."
That sum must support one
director,a professional part-time
staff of four, numerous workstudy students and special
projects such as this fall's free
"Just For Kids" program to educatechildren aboutnativesouthwestern American culture.
Like Henderson,Whittington
receives help from numerous
sources. National and state
grants, volunteers from the
Retired Seniors Volunteer

Les Ballets Africains thrilled audiences Wednesday evening
Program and donations, like
the one from the Junior
League of Bangor that helps
fund "Just For Kids", all help
to keep the Hudson Museum
afloat.
The only revenue the
Hudson Museum takes in is
from organized tours from
outside the university, which
cost $1a person.
"We're trying to get more
and
more
grants,"
Whittington said."We're trying to rely less and less on
the university's budget...

which fluctuates."
Rounding out the occupants of the Maine Center
for the Arts is the Museum
Shop, run by Tilly Atkins.
The Museum Shop is an
auxiliary enterprise; a selfsupporting business run
solely by Atkins and "a few
volunteers."
"I spend what I earn,"
Atkins said, "and try to augment the museum with any
profits.The bottom line for me
is that come June 30 I am not
in the red.., my expenses have

at the MCA.(Boyd photo.)

to meet my income."
Atkins said she finds it frustrating that"the university is
not set up to do business."
The Museum Shop was
provided by the Alumni
Association's Class of'31,and
"that really helped out,"
Atkins said.
"Unfortunately,"she added,
"my major problem is students
not knowing. I bet if you did a
poll(ofstudents)you'd be lucky
to come up with 5 percent who
know there's a shop in here;
that's pathetic."

Liv Ullman makes directing debut in Danish saga
Farum Lake a little north of
Copenhagen,the scene is a moving daguerreotype of a picnic in belle epoch
Europe. It's Constitution Day, June 5,
1891, in Denmark.
FARUM, Denmark (AP) — 'RollBut a few of the 50-odd period-cosing," says the director's assistant.
tumed extras have missed their cue, a
"Ver-scha-goh,"actress Liv Ullmann bodiced lady lacks a parasol and a frockcalls out in Norwegian to start the ac- coated beau is looking the wrong way.
tion on the set.
"Cut!"
The camera follows a boy in a sailor
Ullmann, who has acted with ease
suit as he sprints down a wooded path before the camera,scrambles down the
to join a group of children swaying to steep hill where the camera is perched
the music of an organ grinder. It pulls overlooking this panoramic scene, as
back and pans.
she makes her debut as a director.
In the dappled light by the shore of
Wearingjeans,battle-jacketand cap,
By Frank Powley
Associated Press Writer

she takes child and adult by the hand
and leads then through their paces on
the shady lakeside set.
Ullmann and her assistants see to
scores ofsmall but telling details before
the next take.
The 51-year-old Ullmann, who
starred in many of Swedish filmmaker
Ingmar Bergman's masterpieces, says
she was terrified at first when Nordisk
Film asked her to direct "Sofie." Her
only other experience as director was a
film short.
Ullmann is confident that her years
in frontofthe camera help her when she
stands behind it.

You have to be very gentle with your
actors and trust them, because they're
out there on their own as instruments,"
Ullmann said.
Waiting under a tree is a goated gent
in frock coat and tophat, all true to the
period except that he is doing business
over a pocket-sized mobile phone.
He is the director's American husband, Donald Saunders.
"It's a new experience for me being
directed by my wife. It's fun," he said.
Saunders said he's never seen
Ullmann work so hard before. "And
she's always worked too hard," he
added.

Samuel Morse: inventor of telegraph, also artist, politician

Poughkeepsie,N.Y.(AP)- As a young
man,Samuel Finley Breese Morse was
jilted by the love of his life.
He chafed against the rebuke for
much of his adult life. As dark years of
frustration and self-doubt gave way to
acclaim and fortune,he carried the sting
of the slight with him.
"She has been a cruel jilt to me," he
wroteJames Fenimore Cooper in 1849."!
did not abandon her,she abandoned me."
Thus it was that the figure history
credits with devising one of mankind's
greatscientific advances-the telegraph-

described his true love: art.
"He wasan artist— thatwasthe way he
thoughtofhirnseIffor a great many years,"
said Canton Mabee, whose biography on
Morse,'The American Leonardo," won a
Pulitzer Prize in 1944."I think he looked
back at it with regret He felt deeply discouraged. He felt let down by art... He
couldn't sell a painting."
Not in 1830, that is. But in 1983,
Morse's ambitious"Gallery ofthe Louvre" was purchased for $3.25 million
by the Daniel J.Terra Museum of Art
in Chicago, at the time the most ever

paid for an American painting. More
than a century after his death, Morse
finally had achieved the kind of renown in art that he'd vainly sought
when alive.
The caretakers of the estate where
Morse spentthe last years of his life say
the telegraph is just one reason to commemorate Morse in the bicentennial
year of his birth.
"Americans have a great habit of
remembering peoplefor a single achievement instead of a number of accomplislunents,"said Timothy Countryman,

manager of the Morse estate and historicsite,known as Locust Grove,about
70 miles north of New York City.
In Morse's case,the telegraph has all
but consigned other aspects of an extraordinary life to obscurity:
• Politician. Morse ran unsuccessfully
for mayor of New York in 1836 and 1841.
• Photographer. Along with John
W. Draper, Morse is credited with
introducing the daguerreotype in the
United States and with refining the
process,the precursor to modern photography.,
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Wax Facts
Odds
"Neopolitan"
Zoo Entertainment
Many bands names don't
have a single thing to do with
the band itself. Now we have a
band that has given itself an
appropriate name. "Odds" is
the name and oddity it most
definitely their game. This is
what I like to call "New Kids
on the Block syndrome."
Here we have a group of
average musicians trying
their best at being super
stars. Sorry,fellas, this ain't
going to happen. First, the
Odds(from left to right) Steven Drake, Crai
g Northey,Doug Elliott, Paul Brennan. singers have no voices. Well
lets be fair, they do have

Theodor Seuss Geisel
From the world's deepest ocean,
From way down below,
From down in the mud where the
deep-divers go,
From down in the mire, the muck and
the murk,
I might catch some fish who are all
going "Glurk."
—From McElligot's Pool, 1947.

Ballet
ready for it.
"It's important for us to be
more aware of culture, music,
art,the rest ofthe world,"said
spectator Prof. Kristina
Passman who teaches Classics in the foreign language
department. "Especially in
Africa."
Others spoke offeeling "energized," and "excited." There
were no negative comments.

from page V2
voices, just not for singing.
Secondly, I've heard better
beats come from a jack-hammer on 9th and Euclid in the
city. Just like the jack-hammer repeats it's drone of annoyance, so do the songs on
"Neopolitan."
The band boasts over 700
gigs both as "Odds" and as
"The Dawn Patrol." I guess
they needed two names in case
they did two gigs in the same
place. Hurled bottles can hurt
a lot! This entire 13-song demon was recorded in a hasty
three weeks in Vancouver.
Perhaps you guysshould have
spent a little more time in the
studio... like forever!

1904-1991
All the long way to school
And all the way back,
I've looked and I've looked
And I've kept careful track,
But all that I've noticed,
Except my own feet,
Was a horse and a wagon
On Mulberry Street.
—From And to Think that I Saw It
on Mulberry Street, 1937

from page 1
"Les Ballets Africains"
carry with them in their travels "the pride and aspirations
of their people." Their ultimate goal is to"foster a greater
understanding of Africa" and
create conditions for a fruitful, cooperative relationship
with the rest of the world.
At UMaine, that message
was good for two standing
ovations.

Verbatim will not be
published Oct 18 due
to October Break.

Traditional African dance delighted
the audience while trying
to foster a greater
understanding of Africa and its cust
oms.(Boyd photo.)
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